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I don't regret going [to Vietnam]. It was awful and
 
awesome at the same time. It has given me my greatest
 
strengths and my greatest vulnerabilities.
 
—a participant in this study, 1998
 
ABSTRACT
 
A questionnaire of 86,questions was completed by 64
 
female U.S. Vietnam War era veterans. Study participants
 
who e2{perienced sexual harassment during their military
 
service had significantly (a = .05) different patterns of
 
work, marriage, and divorce; rank and length of military
 
service; correspondence with relatives during military
 
service; degree of disappointment with their homecoming
 
receptions; feelings about involvement in the war; and
 
affiliation with postwar (veterans) organizations. Sexual
 
harassment was found to be a significant predictor of a
 
certain type of PTSD symptoms; the results suggest that,
 
when present, sexual harassment may be responsible in this
 
population for a degree of this type of PTSD symptomatology
 
that is comparable in magnitude to that produced by all
 
other wartime stressors. Written responses to open-ended
 
questions suggest reasons for these results and provide
 
insight into the experiences of the study population.
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CHAPTER 1
 
INTRODUCTION
 
Problem Statement
 
The social revolution of the 1960s exposed sexuality
 
in all its manifestations to a general population of women
 
in the United States who were trained traditionally to be
 
demure at any mention of sex. In the same decade, young
 
women with varying degrees of sexual knowledge and sexual
 
experience volunteered to participate in the war effort in
 
Vietnam.
 
Although an estimated 86% of the 11,000 U.S. military
 
women who served in the Vietnam War era were nurses trained
 
to deal with death, they were ill-prepared for the
 
relentless horror of the war. They were also at an age
 
when most were beginning to discover what it means to be a
 
woman. They dressed in male issue and were thrust into the
 
tight, restricted, and unnatural environment of men at war
 
in a foreign land. They struggled with gender identity.
 
Their male counterparts were mostly young draftees who in
 
civilian life had just begun role exploration (Longres,
 
1995). The abrupt transfer to Vietnam imposed upon them
 
the need to prove their manhood in battle and their
 
personal sexual prowess among the immediate female
 
population. Upon the military women from 1965 to 1973 fell
 
not only the trauma of witnessing the war's cost in hxaman
 
lives, but a more pervasive traxima of sexual harassment by
 
men with whom they worked for a common cause.
 
Problem Definition
 
Women veterans of the Vietnam War era who were es^osed
 
to war stress experienced profound readjustment problems
 
related to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms
 
upon return to civilian life (Grossman et al., 1997). A
 
critical review of the literature conducted by Furey (1991)
 
strongly suggests the need for gender-specific research on
 
these women. Sexual harassment experienced by women
 
veterans resulted in profoxand psychological aftereffects
 
that have been determined by diagnosticians for the
 
Veterans Administration (VA) to be gender-specific factors
 
in the incidence of PTSD symptoms among women veterans of
 
the Vietnam era. According to Furey (1991), exposure to
 
war traxima collectively impacted female veterans both
 
psychologically and emotionally and in all likelihood
 
resulted in the prevalence of PTSD symptoms among this
 
distinctive population.
 
In this Study, the term sexual harassmf?nt is a
 
collective denotation of four types and degrees of
 
harassment: visual (e.g., ogling, leering), verbal (e.g.,
 
whistling, catcalling, insinuating, propositioning),
 
tactile (e.g., touching, physical abuses assault), and
 
intr-usive (e.g., rape).
 
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
 
Disorders. fourth edition (American Psychiatric
 
Associatioih, 1994) establishes sexual harassment as a
 
traxjma that may induce symptoms of PTSD. An essential
 
feature of PTSD symptoms is "the development of
 
characteristic symptoms following e^qjosure to an extreme ,
 
traumatic stressor involving direct personal experience of
 
an event that involves...threat to one's physical
 
integrity" (p. 424). The DSM-IV further states that "the
 
disorder may be especially severe or long lasting when the
 
stressor is of human design (e.g., torture, rape)"
 
(p. 424). Both quotations qualify sexual harassment as a
 
stressor in PTSD symptoms experienced by female Vietnam
 
veterans.
 
This study focuses on the incidence of sexual
 
harassment among female Vietnam era veterans who
 
self"report PTSD symptoms. To account for possible
 
confounding variables, a variety of biographical and
 
demographical factors characterizing the subjects' lives
 
and experiences before, during, and after their Vietnam-era
 
military service are also examined.
 
■ ' ■■■ ■ , CHAPTER..2 
LITERATURE REVIEW
 
Researchers, social workers, clinicians, health care
 
providers, arid others decry the dearth of studies on PTSD
 
symptoms secondary to the trauma of sexual harassment.
 
Despite the Civil Rights Act of 1964, society did not
 
recognize sexual harassment as an issue until the early
 
1970s (Paul, 1985) When the draft ended in 1973, an
 
all-volunteer force was implemented by the military that
 
included the use of women in all but combat and
 
combat-related occupations. By 1978, women were assuming
 
combat support roles in Southeast Asia and the United
 
States (Dienstfrey, 1988).
 
Since the cessation in the mid 1970s of the Vietnam
 
conflict, two phenomena have occurred: (a) the media have
 
sensationalized incidents of male-female relationships,
 
resulting in a tendency of the public to deal with issues
 
of sexuality in a freer and more relaxed manner, and
 
(b) female veterans in increasing numbers are responding to
 
the Women Veterans Health Program Act of 1992 (Wilier,
 
1995), which expanded the services available to women who
 
have experienced trauma from sexual violence while on
 
active duty in the military.
 
The literature on sexual harassment and PTSD symptoms
 
among female Vietnam-era veterans also reflects the trend
 
from obscurity to openness during the past 25 years. Prior
 
to 1980, several notable researchers examined PTSD symptoms
 
among the male veteran population (Bourne, 1970; Figley,
 
1978; Wilson, 1978). No mention was made of the female
 
veterans who participated in the war efforts in Southeast
 
Asia (Women Veterans Working Group, 1995). In 1980, the
 
U.S. Census Bureau for the first time in American history
 
asked women whether they were veterans of war. Based on
 
the data collected in the 1980 census, the VA analyzed the
 
national population of living women veterans. Also, a
 
number of scientific research studies on the female veteran
 
population were conducted throughout the 1980s that gave
 
impetus to the Congressionally mandated research project of
 
1988 (Furey, 1991).
 
In 1982, Jenny Ann Schnaier of the University of
 
Maryland extensively studied the prevalence of female
 
veterans' readjustment problems. Her study indicated that
 
women Vietnam veterans had been excluded from prior studies
 
on Vietnam^-era veterans, although a substantial number of
 
women had served in the armed forces during the Vietnam War
 
era. Schnaier (1986) notes the lack of scientific research
 
into the female veterans' personal experiences and '
 
adjustment to civilian life after the war.
 
In the mid 1980s, Elizabeth Paul (1984) identified the
 
stressors of war and this aftereffects experienced by
 
nurses. Si^bjeots in her study related personal accounts of
 
harassment ranging from steaiihg underwear for use as a flag
 
on the antennae of military vehicles to the violence of
 
rape. Threats of retaliation for complaints and prbmises
 
of rewards for silence were associated with these
 
incidents. E. M. Norman (1988) examined the incidence of
 
PTSD symptoms among nurses who served in the Vietnam War.
 
Popular literature related firsthand anecdotal accounts of
 
female veterans (Walker, 1985) and continued throughout the
 
1980s to draw attention to the need for updated objective
 
and scientific study. The 1988 Congressional project
 
mandated inclusion of females in an updated study of the
 
1988 Research Triangle Institute that now serves as a
 
classic reference. Section X of the study's report
 
concentrates on female participation in the Vietnam War
 
effort (Kulka et al., 1990).
 
In the early 1990s, two major events occurred that
 
impacted the health status of female Vietnam veterans. The
 
Women Veterans Health Program Act of 1992 and Public Law
 
(PL) 102-585 expanded the number of veterans centers and
 
the range of VA services available to women veterans of all
 
eras who have experienced trauma from rape, sexual assault,
 
sexual harassment, or other acts of sexual violence while
 
on active duty in the military (Women Veterans Working
 
Group, 1995). And in 1994, the DSM-IV gave more
 
comprehensive guidelines for the diagnosis of PTSD
 
symptoms, including for the first time specific mention of
 
those that pertain to females (Yehuda & McFarlane, 1995).
 
As a result, more women could be diagnosed with PTSD
 
associated with two types of stressors found in the Vietnam
 
conflict: the violence of war and the violence of rape.
 
The above two events have given impetus to many
 
studies reporting symptoms of PTSD among female veterans.
 
However, few studies have concentrated on sexual harassment
 
as a stressor. Extensive investigation of this stressor is
 
underway at the Central Region of Regional Women Veterans
 
Coordinators headed by Jill Manske. The Central Region
 
consists of 13 states: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
 
Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North
 
Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. Manske (1993)
 
reported tha.t the Veterans Administration medical centers
 
(VAMC's) are providing sejpial trauma counseling to women
 
veterans assaulted ot harassed while in the militaary
 
(Dewcine, 1984) as an implementation of PL 102-585. The
 
Central Region is attempting to find ways to identify other
 
victims of sexual harassment and to develop standardized
 
tools for assessment.
 
 The most recent study by Fontana et al. (1997) found
 
that the trauma of war and sexual traxama were equal
 
contributors in terms of the likelihood that female
 
veterans would develop PTSD. Sexual traxama was found to be
 
less prevalent than war trauma; however, in those who
 
experienced it, sexual traxoma was instrumental and
 
significant to female veterans developing PTSD symptoms.
 
The exposure to war and sexual traxima was also
 
consequential to the female veterans' experience of
 
rejection upon homecoming. Many female veterans were
 
stigmatized and stereotyped as whores or lesbians. The
 
type of homecoming the veterans experienced greatly
 
influenced their readjustment to society.
 
Sximmarv
 
The aforementioned review suggests an historical
 
sequence from obscurity to openness in research studies
 
conducted on sexual harassment and its relationship to PTSD
 
symptoms among female Vietnam War era veterans:
 
1. nonrecognition of women as veterans in U.S. census
 
data prior to 1980
 
2. studies reporting exclusively on nxale veterans
 
3. publication of popular literature giving firsthand
 
accounts of women's experiences
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4. a Congressional mandate in 1988 for studies of women
 
veterans
 
5. the 1994 change in diagnostic procedures for PTSD in
 
the DSM-IV
 
6. independent studies of women veterans
 
7. ongoing studies by women's veterans centers
 
8. a recent causal model of etiology presented in a 1997
 
study reporting PTSD among female Vietnam veterans
 
9. the current study in process on women veterans' health
 
CHAPTER 3
 
METHODS
 
Design of the Study
 
Existing research has acknowledged sexual harassment
 
as the outcome of many risk factors occurring in a
 
sequential pattern. This study explored the
 
characteristics of and incidence of PTSD symptoms among
 
female Vietnam-era veterans who have experienced sexual
 
harassment during their military careers. The study also
 
atteirpted to ascertain why many female veterans who served
 
during the Vietnam War era have delayed as much as 25 years
 
reporting acts of sexual violence they experienced in
 
military service.
 
Research Question
 
The two-part research question presented for this
 
positivist study is the following: What are the
 
characteristies of Vietnam-era female veterans who have
 
experienced sexual harassment in the military, and what is
 
their likelihood and incidence of exhibiting PTSD svmnhnms?
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Sampling
 
Sixty-four female Vietnam-era veterans currently
 
living in Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
 
Hawaii, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Missouri, Nevada, North
 
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and
 
Washington participated in the study.
 
The particular target population of female Vietnam-era
 
veterans was a convenience sample generated through
 
contacts in various chapters of veterans organizations and
 
veterans outreach centers. A snowball sampling technique
 
was utilized that involved contacting potential subjects
 
through veterans circulation newspapers, unit post
 
newsletters, and flyers, as well as by telephone. A specific
 
goal of this method of contact was to keep the study
 
independent of any government agencies.
 
Only female Vietnam-era veterans who voluntarily chose
 
to be part of this study and who expressed a willingness to
 
discuss their viewpoints and to disclose their personal
 
experiences pertaining to their background, feelings,
 
attitudes, and behaviors participated in this study. Each
 
was asked specifically to share her personal point of view
 
as a female veteran and to describe any wartime experiences
 
that involved any forms of sexual harassment. Therefore,
 
because participants had foreknowledge of the general area
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of inquiry and the nature of the questions that would be
 
asked, the questions about forms of sexual harassment could
 
be candid and forthright.
 
The study was conducted over 10 weeks. The
 
participants were acknowledged solely on a voluntary basis,
 
therefore there was no consequence for non-participation.
 
Due to the limitations and time constraints of this study,
 
the research design did not incorporate an hypothesis or a
 
control group. No compensation was offered; however,
 
telephone numbers and e-mail addresses were provided so
 
participants could request copies of the study results.
 
Data Collection and Instirument
 
Procedure
 
A research packet was mailed to each participant in
 
the study. The contents were a written description of the
 
study, a brief summary explaining the purposes and goals of
 
the study, the informed consent form and debriefing
 
statement (see Appendix A), and a stamped, self-addressed
 
envelope addressed to a post office box to protect the
 
confidentiality of the investigator. The questionnaire was
 
administered once to each of the willing participants with
 
clear and concise instructions. Participants were
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explicitly instructed to seal and mail their completed
 
questionnaire in the envelope provided.
 
Confidentialitv
 
The researcher insured the protection of the
 
participants' privacy in a variety of ways. No subjects
 
were asked to identify themselves by name On the survey
 
questionnaire, and open coding was used to ensure
 
confidentiality of the data. This method consisted of
 
assigning a identification number to each participant to
 
protect her anonymity. The informed consent form and
 
debriefing statement clearly described the relevance of the
 
study and the unrestrained nature of the subjects'
 
self-determination to participate.
 
The debriefing statement also included the researcher's
 
and faculty advisor's names, telephone numbers, and e-mail
 
addresses. This information gave participants access to
 
further information about the project and a means to
 
express personal concerns about the study's sensitive
 
subject matter. Furthermore, for the convenience of
 
participants who may have needed to contact agencies for
 
assistance, attached to the questionnaire was a list phone
 
numbers and World Wide Web sites of national and local
 
veterans centers.
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Any subsequent data gathered from the participants
 
were respected and secured to safeguard the participants'
 
confidentiality and anonymity. Extreme care was taken in
 
presenting the published data to avoid mention of any fact
 
that could indirectly identify a participant.
 
Instrument
 
The survey instrument, titled "The Vietnam Era Women
 
Veterans Study: ^ My Story, My Words,'" was custom designed
 
to fully explore the research questions. A copy of the
 
questionnaire appears in Appendix B. It follows a
 
variation of a basic S-E-S format that includes variables
 
of demographic information in relation to ethnicity, age,
 
marital status, education, and employment. Other pertinent
 
information was obtained from the participants'
 
biographical data, especially those pertaining to military
 
seirvice, and from personal perceptions, specifically in
 
relation to the influencing factors of their personal
 
experiences with various forms of sexual harassment and
 
symptoms of posttraumatic stress.
 
Participation was limited to female Vietnam-era
 
veterans who served in the U.S. armed forces during the
 
historical Vietnam War. The data gathering occurred as a
 
one-time exploratory survey that took approximately one
 
hour to complete.
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One liiindred thirty-three questionnaires were sent out
 
and 75 were returned, representing a 56.4% return rate-

Ten of the 75 respondents were dropped from the study due
 
to missing consent forms or requests that their data not be
 
used in the study, and one was dropped due to a seriously
 
incomplete questionnaire, leaving 64 participants.
 
Strengths and Limitations of the Study
 
Data was collected utilizing a specifically designed
 
survey questionnaire. This instriiment did not require
 
verbal or physical interaction between investigator and
 
participants; therefore, the research remained objective in
 
that participants were not esqjosed to verbal or nonverbal
 
clues about the researcher's emotional responses, biases,
 
and prejudices. However, because the study was designed to
 
provide a deeper and more eloquent understanding of the
 
personal experiences of the women veterans, the
 
questionnaire included open-ended questions requiring
 
written responses to enhance the understanding of the
 
social phenomena from the participants' personal
 
viewpoints. The constraints of using a one-time survey
 
required the researcher to rely on the accuracy and
 
sincerity of the participants' responses to the
 
questionnaire, as the instrument did not accommodate
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interaction with the participant, nor did it allow for
 
further clarifiication by the respondents.
 
The attempt to study human characteristics using
 
scientific methods of inquiry has the potential to give a
 
limited overall picture. These limitations are eitbodied in
 
the questions and were determined by the student researcher
 
in consultation with the MSW project advisor for this
 
study. Frequent scheduled consultations with the project
 
advisor helped keep the student researcher on task within
 
the limited time frame allowed for this project.
 
Due to the time constraints, the design of this study
 
did not incorporate an hypothesis or a control group. The
 
data collection procedures included a 13-page confidential
 
survey questionnaire with 58 closed-ended questions in
 
which the participants were asked to give nxxmerical,
 
multiple-choice, or Likert-scale responses. Although there
 
was the potential for a closed-ended question to be
 
unclear, when the answer to the relevant question is clear
 
and concise no problems should arise (Rubin & Babbie,
 
1992).
 
This research was guided by two specific structural
 
governing factors. The particular closed-ended response
 
categories provided to the participants were complete and
 
exhaustive: (a) they included all the possible responses
 
that might be anticipated and (b) the answer categories
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were mutually exclusive so that the participants would not
 
feel compelled to select more than one answer unless so
 
instructed. From this rational information, descriptive
 
statistics (frequencies, t tests, principle components
 
analysis, and a MANOVA) were generated (see chapter 5).
 
In an attempt to generate a deeper and more meaningful
 
presentation of the lasting residual effects of sexual
 
harassment and all that it entails, 28 open—ended questions
 
were included in the questionnaire with space provided for
 
written comments. In this respect, the questionnaire
 
incorporated principles of grounded theory. According to
 
Strauss & Corbin (1990), the grounded theory approach
 
operates under the assximption that there exists a reality
 
which can be appreciated through the use of qualitative
 
data. This study used grounded theory to enhance the
 
clarity of the participants' unique reflections of their
 
momentous life events by qamering a deeper and richer
 
understanding of the female veterans' reality and
 
uniqueness, as well as their subsequently misunderstood
 
resistance to seek help or to report sexual harassment.
 
Other significant limitations of this study were the
 
relatively small sample size and the fact that the study
 
specifically focused on (PTSD) symptoms and did not examine
 
other suggested diagnosis of the female veterans.
 
Therefore, caution must be taken in attenpting to
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generalize the findings across the total population of
 
female veterans who served during the era of the Vietnam
 
War.
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CHAPTER 4
 
RESULTS
 
This Study was conducted to explore (a) the
 
characteristics of Vietnam War era female veterans who have
 
experienced sexual harassment in the military and (b) their
 
likelihood and incidence of PTSD symptoms. The attempt to
 
answer the research question required subsequent current
 
information that was gathered and authenticated by the
 
participants. The following results are discussed below in
 
sequence: demographics, gender issues, sexual harassment,
 
the wartime environment, homecoming, and current symptoms.
 
Exploratory and descriptive statistics and basic
 
frequencies are presented in this chapter. Quantitative
 
analyses (t tests, MANOVA, and post-hoc tests) are
 
presented in chapter 5. The qualitative portion of this
 
study incorporates content analysis in order to procure
 
information about the similarities among this unique
 
population of women veterans. Distinctive characteristics
 
that were self-identified as being important to these women
 
veterans were ascertained through their personal insights
 
and experiences expressed in their own words.
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Demographics
 
The 64 participants' ages were distributed fairly
 
uniformly from 43 to 81 years (mean 58.4 years). Five
 
(7.8%) participants identified their sexual orientation as
 
homosexual, the remainder as heterosexuals Twenty (31.3%)
 
are currently married. Their ethnicity is 51 (79.7%)
 
Caucasian, 4 (6.3%) Asian American, 4 (6.3%) Native
 
American, 2 (3.1%) African American, 1 (1.6%) Mexican
 
American, and 2 (3.1%) other (Puerto Rican or unspecified).
 
The participants represented all four major branches
 
of the U.S. armed forces: 43 (67.2%) Navy, 12 (18.8%)
 
Army, 6 (9.4%) Air Force, 3 (4.7%) Marines. A few had
 
served in more than one branch, including the Coast Guard.
 
7'lii^ty~seven (57.8%) began their military service as
 
officers or officer candidates.
 
The educational level of the women prior to entering
 
the military ranged from high school or GED through Ph.D.
 
Today, 56 (87.5%) have obtained an undergraduate or
 
graduate degree, with the average having completed five
 
years of college. The current cumulative years of
 
education ranged from 8 to 24.
 
Twenty-five (39.1%) of the women had been stationed at
 
some time in Vietnam; 31 (48.4%) had been stationed in
 
Other parts of Asia or the western Pacific. Many were
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career military personnel who had served in other wars,
 
including World War II, the Korean War, and the Persian
 
Gulf War.
 
Feelings About the War and Military Servicg^
 
When asked to rate their feelings from the outset of
 
their involvement in the Vietnam War, 29 (45.3%) believed
 
that serving was their patriotic duty and thought the war
 
was morally justified, 34 (53.1%) said they had mixed or no
 
strong feelings about the war, and only 1 (1.6%) said she
 
did not believe in the reasons for the war, felt it was
 
immoral, or feared the dangers of war. After their Vietnam
 
e3?perience, 36 (56.3%) felt that they had done something
 
itieritorious for their country when patriotism was
 
unpopular, 26 (40.6%) indicated having mixed feelings or no
 
strong feelings or emotions about their involvement, and 2
 
(3.1%) felt a sense of injustice or feelings of
 
disillusionment, cynicism, or anger over being put in a
 
inconvenient environment of conflict.
 
Participants were asked to rate their perceptions of
 
the way they were treated in general during their military
 
service. Forty-one (64.1%) said they were treated very
 
well and highly respected, 17 (26.6%) said they were fairly
 
well respected, and 6 (9.4%) indicated they received little
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or no respect. The participants were asked to rate their
 
emotional-mental satisfaction in their treatment as women
 
who served in the military. Thirty-seven (57.8%) were
 
gratified and very satisfied, 19 (29.7%) were pleased and
 
satisfied, 3 (4.7%) were disgruntled and unsatisfied, and 5
 
(7.8%) were disappointed and very unsatisfied.
 
Gender Issues
 
That military women served as nurses and in nearly all
 
Other noncombat positions in the Vietnam era is a reality.
 
Women were routinely rotated to or volunteered for duty
 
stations in the U.S. or Southeast Asia. They learned new
 
skills, performed well, and worked hard for promotions.
 
They served side-by-side with male military personnel on
 
land, in the air, or at sea.
 
However, the participants' responses revealed that,
 
despite their integration into almost all noncombat aspects
 
of military service, the heart of the military patriarchy
 
fueled gender issues that plagued a sizable minority of the
 
study participants. When asked to rate gender as an issue
 
relevant to how they were treated in the military, 44
 
(68.8%) said gender was not an issue and indicated that
 
they were treated decently and fairly, 16 (25.0%) thought
 
gender was somewhat of an issue and said they were treated
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a little unfairly but their treatment was tolerable, and 5
 
(7.8%) believed gender was very much an issue and that they
 
were treated with extreme unfairness which they felt was
 
intolerable.
 
Those who believed gender affected the way they were
 
treated often said gender issues permeated their work
 
environment. One said she believed that gender was an
 
issue because more was expected of her than of her male
 
counterparts. Many other issues were mirrored in the
 
women's candid written responses:
 
No one ever quite knew what to do with women in the
 
military. We were always the exception. We were in
 
the minority.
 
[For women] there were restrictions placed on duty
 
stations and facilities available on bases. There is
 
a gender issue chronically in the medical field,
 
veteran male doctors and female nurses. That got
 
harder to deal with as I was promoted to higher rank
 
than some doctors I had to work with. It made the
 
relationships difficult.
 
Gender was indeed an issue. Trying to be an
 
upstanding citizen was not an acceptable way to
 
conduct myself. They were always trying to pull me
 
down to a servant's role.
 
The commanding officer refused to meet me [while I was
 
reporting for temporary duty on a ship] because I was
 
a female CRNA (05) [Commander], as he did not want
 
females aboard his ship.
 
I learned a lot about double standards and how some
 
women did act "dumb" and/or incompetent to get ahead.
 
I don't know who angered me the most, the "macho nuts"
 
or the women.
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Gender issues and double standards were also
 
es^erienced in danger zones, as noted by one veteran:
 
We were not treated fairly, we were not allowed
 
weapons or vehicle access even when we were under
 
ground attack during Tet (1968). We had to thumb
 
rides to our unit from our hooch, or anywhere we went.
 
There were many dangers on the road.... We were
 
ordered to get a dress on and get to the club, and yet
 
we were not allowed weapons because we might hurt
 
ourselves.
 
One participant, an officer whose husband is an officer
 
of lower rank, noted that gender continues to be an issue:
 
To date I am still not treated as [a] male officer [of
 
my rank would be treated]. The assiimption is always
 
that my husband is senior rather than rt^self.
 
Sexual Harassment
 
A portion of the questionnaire focused on the female
 
veterans' experiences with various forms of sexual
 
harassment. They were frankly asked whether they had
 
experienced any form of sexual harassment. Thirty-eight
 
(59.4%) said they experienced no such incidents during
 
their military service, while 26 (40.6%) said they
 
experienced one or more incidents of sexual harassment.
 
Of the 26 women who said they experienced sexual
 
harassment, 23 (88.5%) indicated they were harassed by
 
persons of higher rank, 7 (26.9%) by persons of the same
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rank, 10 (38.5%) by persons of lower rank, and 4 (15.4%) by
 
others (e.g., civilians or South Vietnamese troops).
 
(These percentages sum to more than unity because some of
 
the Women reported sexual harassment by multiple
 
"harassers.).'
 
The experience of sexual harassment for some of the
 
women was insidious. As the women put it:
 
I wasn't even aware it was harassment at the time, I
 
just figured it came along with the job assignments­
I felt that I should have known that it would be that
 
way in a war zone, and I just had to live with it.
 
Women just had to accept the fact that certain rules
 
applied only to women and not men. We coped by
 
saying, "It's a man's world."
 
I didn't feel women were welcomed by the men, as they
 
made it clear that it was [their] turf. I always felt
 
intimidated and less-than. There were lots of
 
negative remarks.
 
Women were not welcomed by some males. Those males
 
would try to intimidate females or make unwelcome
 
remarks for jokes.
 
I was verbally, emotionally, and physically abused.
 
It was so widespread and was accepted and practiced by
 
almost every man, including officers.
 
I was continually harassed, both non-sexually and
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Intimidation
 
Twelve (46.2%) of those participants who experienced
 
sexual harassment in the military said they did not report
 
the incident of sexual harassment at the time, and 14
 
(53.8%) said they reported it. Of the 12 who did not
 
report the incident, 11 gave a reason for not seeking help
 
or support. Of these 11, 4 (36.4%) cited their belief that
 
to do so would have been futile or would have had negative
 
repercussions for their careers, 5 (45.5%) said they were
 
able to "handle the situation" themselves, and 1 (9.1%) said
 
she believed at the time that such incidents were "just
 
part of the job." Only one (9.1%) said she did not report
 
the incident because she considered it unimportant.
 
The question about reasons for not seeking help evoked
 
extensive written comments from many participants.
 
Participants who experienced sexual harassment reported
 
intimidation, verbal abuse, double standards, unfair
 
treatment, fears of retaliation, invisibility, and silence
 
as the anticipated or actual response to their reports,
 
leading them to remain silent. Therefore, many incidents
 
of sexual harassment went unreported. When asked why they
 
did not attempt to communicate with anyone in the military
 
about their experiences with sexual harassment, some of the
 
women stated that they were put in a compromised position.
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A cloak of silence permeated the women' work environments,
 
and attempts to break through it often led to more serious
 
forms of harassment. The following comments are typical:
 
I said or did very little. I internalized my
 
feelings, as I felt that complaining or going to
 
anyone in command would not achieve any purpose other
 
than reflecting on my performance evaluation.
 
I couldn't or I didn't dare complain or make waves
 
over any harassment I e^qjerienced because I was
 
fearful of losing my position or getting kicked out.
 
I pretty well kept quiet and to myself.
 
It was understood that to complain would not result in
 
support. The "boys" would rally to each other, and you
 
would end up suffering serious consequences.
 
He was an officer and I was an E2 [Private First ,
 
Class]. [The incident occurred when] I was
 
baby-sitting [his children]. I didn't think anyone
 
would believe me.
 
I tried to discuss my issues with harassment, rape,
 
insults, and defamation of character with other people
 
removed from the situation. I was always told there
 
was nothing to my complaints. "Live with it" attitudes
 
prevailed.
 
I became more bold, but voicing my opinion led to more
 
intensified harassment.
 
I was subjected to three serious sexual harassment
 
situations and was even investigated for possible
 
[membership in] lesbian-orientation factions.
 
When the persons in authority abused their power by
 
raping me, I was labeled as a troublemaker and
 
malcontent.
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Results of Reporting Sexual Harassment
 
Of the 14 participants who said they e3<perienced an
 
incident of sexual harassment and reported it at the time,
 
10 (71.4%) reported to a person of higher rank and 4
 
(28.6%) reported to a person of the same or lower rank or
 
to a civilian (e.g., a therapist). When asked whether the
 
person to whom they reported the incident was supportive of
 
them, 10 (71.4%) said yes, 4 (28.6%) said no. All "no"
 
responses caiae from those who had reported the incident to
 
a person of higher rank; i.e., 6 (60.0%) of those who
 
reported it to a person of higher rank received support,
 
but all who reported to a person of the same or lower rank
 
or to a civilian received support. This result suggests
 
that a main reason for not reporting to a superior was a
 
realistic expectation, that the superior might not be
 
supportive, a conclusion that is strengthened by the
 
written responses.
 
Some of the women were courageous and outspoken about
 
incidents of sexual harassment, and they sought help
 
through the chain of command. Some received support and
 
immediate resolution: "I used the unit chain of command,
 
versus the wor}?place, and got immediate results." One
 
woman was harassed by lower-rank chief master sergeants
 
(CSM's) in her reserve unit: "I reported the incidents to
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my commanders, and as result they had a closed-^door
 
[session] with the CSM's." Another veteran was harassed by
 
a group of marines who were "being crude andmaking
 
catcalls." A male lieutenant who witnessed the harassment
 
ordered the marines into formation and ordered them to
 
apologize.
 
However, mixed results were more common. For example,
 
one woman described the ranking order and the attempts at
 
retaliation she was svibjected to before gaining a
 
resolution:
 
I went to my squad leader, my unit officer, and finally
 
to the captain, who reprimanded my warrant officer. He
 
[the warrant officer] retired soon after, but not
 
before he made efforts to prevent promotion.
 
And the aftermath of a failed attempt to obtain support ty
 
reporting the incident could itself be traumatic, leading
 
to further feelings of fear, guilt, shame, endanger:
 
After trying to report my problems, I was afraid to
 
say any more. I felt a sense of danger,...a fear for
 
my life [emphasis added], because I was trying to
 
defend myself, and that evidently was not a part of
 
the plan. I believe there is a definite plan for
 
STibservience of women in the military.
 
Some women were rebuffed and were transferred out of
 
their units as a result of reporting an incident. One
 
noted receiving mixed messages that resulted in a military
 
chewing out, followed by silence:
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I was going to report an attempted rape that I was
 
able to prevent because [the would-be rapist] was so
 
drunk. When I reported the incident to the lieutenant
 
colonel, the outcome was not in my favor. He started
 
to chew me out for creating a disturbance. This was
 
the same person who told us to get over to the club to
 
eat with the brass. After that incident, I reported
 
nothing.
 
Varieties of Harassment and Harassers
 
Although a majority of the participants who
 
e3?perienced incidents of sexual harassment identified males
 
as their harassers, some reported exceptional incidents of
 
sexually harassed by females. One candid respondent
 
related how she endured being harassed by a higher-rank
 
female who feared her position was in jeopardy:
 
My harassment came from a corporal clerk. Several
 
times she touched me on my waist and upper leg. When
 
I demanded hands off, she looked for ways to make me
 
feel inconpetent. She recommended to the captain that
 
I should be passed over for my Lance Corporal
 
promotion. She succeeded, as I was passed over.
 
This same participant noted that she was also the target of
 
repeated character defamation from a female staff sergeant
 
who had been influenced by the female corporal clerk. She
 
stated:
 
I finally had it. I requested [captain's] mast so a
 
higher authority could hear my case. I felt
 
supported, as the staff sergeant was reassigned.
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Varieties of Remedies
 
Of the 26 women who e3?perienced sexual harassment, a
 
majority, 21 (80.8%), said they sought no further help
 
after their initial attempt to report the incident, and 4
 
(15.4%) said they sought further help. One (3.8%) who did
 
not initially report the incident later sought help from a
 
civilian therapist.
 
When asked to describe why they did not seek further
 
help, some noted the difficulty of determining whether an
 
incident was harassment. As one woman, an officer, wrote:
 
In the early years of military career, there was no
 
definition of sexual harassment. After [a definition]
 
came into the military, it did continue with
 
physicians who were senior and of the old school.
 
Until '94 it was a part of xny career. What changed
 
was how I dealt with it after 1981.... I corrected
 
the incident at the time of occurrence.
 
Other participants said they complained to their
 
peers. One enlisted her peers' help in effecting an
 
unorthodox remedy:
 
It was the surgeon who groped me and made lewd
 
remarks. I did not report this to any of my superiors
 
(this was 1974) but complained to my peers. They
 
sympathized, and a couple of my peers and I got even
 
by putting a dead frog in his car. Later, when our
 
rotation at this duty station was over, this surgeon
 
apologized to me without any prompting or demand from
 
me.
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others ignored the incident or took the initiative to
 
confront their harassers directly:
 
I was harassed by a male gynecologist who demanded to
 
know why I was not on birth control pills. I kept
 
silent and did my job.
 
I handled the incident myself and expressed my
 
feelings toward the officer who had also put another
 
female officer in the same predicament.
 
I handled it and no further problems arose.
 
Coping with Gender Issues and Sexual Harassment
 
When asked how they coped in the military with the way
 
they were treated, 48 (75.0%) said they coped very well as
 
they openly voiced their opinions, 14 (21.9%) said they
 
coped somewhat well or had difficulty communicating with
 
others and did not cope well, and 2 (3.1%) said they
 
stuffed their feelings and did not cope well. Some altered
 
their behavior to avoid contact with possible harassers:
 
I worked harder and pretended I didn't care that these
 
guys would be transferred or I would be. [I] started
 
drinking in civilian clxibs rather than the NCO
 
[noncommisioned officers] club because of some of the
 
soldiers' behaviors while drunk and sober.
 
When asked how their treatment as women in the
 
military affected their emotional and mental well-being,
 
some participants reported that it increased their feelings
 
of distrust, confusion, anger, anxiety, and depression:
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7 
I said or did very little. I internalized my feelings
 
because I felt that complaining or going to anyone in
 
command would not achieve any purpose other than
 
reflecting on my performance evaluations.
 
My views and feelings became more mixed as more
 
harassment entered the picture.
 
I ejqjerienced severe depression.
 
I constantly stuffed rty feelings down.
 
Some participants also wrote that their essperiences to
 
this day strain their relationships with family, friends,
 
and coworkers;
 
I carry the marks of this [rape] to this day, and I
 
still carry some anger that surfaces at times. I
 
stuffed it for many years and wondered why I was cold
 
and angry.
 
I do not express my feelings, I keep them inside, and
 
I always try to appear in a good mood.
 
I am a Type A personality and highly emotional. I
 
also became agoraphobic.
 
My abuse has greatly influenced my life. I see every
 
man as a potentially destructive threat.
 
I had difficulty connecting emotionally and sexually
 
with my husband. We became estranged.
 
I am divorced but trying for a new relationship. [My
 
partner] has helped me to be able to stand to be
 
hugged without cringing inside and to tolerate touch
 
again.
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The five participants who are homosexual had to keep
 
their sexual orientation secret during their military
 
service for fear of retaliation. Concerning their
 
treatment as women, they wrote:
 
Keeping my sexual orientation a secret was essential
 
to my well-being. I am a recovering military veteran.
 
While hiding my sexual orientation, I had to be
 
constantly on guard for the subtle ways I could be set
 
up for failure. This took an emotional/mental toll
 
which takes years to overcome.
 
My es^eriences caused severe emotional and self-esteem
 
problems.
 
I think it toughened me. The negative incidents
 
compelled me to develop coping mechanisms so I could
 
put them aside and pursue my goals.
 
I think the emotional and mental price paid by women
 
in the military needs attention. Posttraxmiatic Stress
 
Syndrome must also be recognized and treated in both
 
men and women who are persecuted by the military for
 
being gay and discharged for simply being who God made
 
them.
 
The Wartime Environment
 
Correspondence about Wartime Experiences
 
A multiple-choice question asked whom back home the
 
women corresponded with about war-related experiences. A
 
majority, 49 (76.6%), said they wrote about their
 
experiences to family members or other relatives, and 41
 
(64.1%) wrote about them to non-relatives. However, 12
 
(18.8%) said they did not correspond with anyone back home
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about their war escperiences (e.g., if they corresponded,
 
they wrote only of innocuous topics like the weather).
 
Cooing with Stress
 
For many female veterans who were involved in the
 
Vietnam War effort, stress was a constant challenge to
 
their sense of well-being, both mentally and physically.
 
Some turned to alcohol or drugs to alleviate their stress.
 
In this study, 45 (70.3%) indicated they used alcohol or
 
drugs during their military service, while 19 (29.7%)
 
denied the use of alcohol or drugs. Some commented that
 
they used alcohol primarily as a means of socializing or
 
fitting in to the environment. When asked whether they
 
continued using alcohol or drugs after their military
 
service, 38 (59.4%) indicated yes. Twenty-seven (42.2%)
 
said their drinking or drug use had decreased since leaving
 
military service, 25 (39.1%) said it had not changed, and
 
12 (18.8%) said it had increased.
 
Homecoming
 
Quintessential to the veterans' readjustment to
 
society was their homecoming. They returned home at
 
different times throughout the period of the Vietnam War.
 
Homecoming was a unique experience for each individual.
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Some looked forward to a glorious homecoming; others felt
 
ambiguous about returning home. When asked to rate the
 
type of homecoming they anticipated, 22 (34.4%) said that
 
they expected to be highly honored and that they looked
 
forward to open arms and a glorious homecoming, 40 (62.5%)
 
anticipated a honored but somber greeting, and only 2
 
(3.1%) anticipated returning to a dismal, dishonored, and
 
closed-arm homecoming.
 
The veterans received different degrees of support
 
from society at homecoming. Nineteen (29.7%) indicated
 
that they were very supported by compassionate and
 
sympathetic people, 32 (50.0%) felt somewhat Supported by
 
people who were tolerant but showed little interest in
 
talking about their war experiences, and 13 (20.3%)
 
received minimal or no support and felt they were returning
 
to an indifferent or hostile environment in which they were
 
shrugged off or ignored, as people were not interested in
 
talking about their wartime esqieriences.
 
The participants also rated the support of family and
 
friends at their homecoming. The results showed that 35
 
(54.7%) felt very supported by their family and friends
 
with open dialogue about their war experiences, 25 (39.1%)
 
felt somewhat supported with reserved dialogue, while 4
 
(6.3%) felt unsupported, and dialogue about their war
 
experiences was avoided. Some complained about the general
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ignorance of their roles that prevailed among the pioblic
 
and even in veterans' organizations:
 
My bigger frustration is the general piiblic's
 
ignorance about women's roles and contributions in the
 
military during the 1970s. We did goOd things, but we
 
were invisible.
 
Women were invisible. In the early 1980s lots of vets
 
activities didn't acknowledge female Vietnam yets....
 
We were just overlooked.
 
Most people have no idea what it means to have served
 
in the military, especially in the 1960s and 1970s. I
 
think that a lot of people watch a movie and then
 
decide that everyone must be like the characters Rambo
 
or G.I. Jane.
 
Others cited specific homecoming events:
 
During my first high school reunion, shortly after the
 
finish of Vietnam, an old boyfriend at the reunion was
 
very friendly until he asked what I had been doing the
 
last few years. I said [I had been a] Navy nurse.
 
His response was so negative when he walked away. I
 
was crushed..., as he had been a good friend at one
 
time. ^
 
I found a tremendous lack of support within the
 
medical and nursing community, particularly from those
 
individuals who did not serve...in Vietnam. To this
 
day, I have very negative feelings toward those
 
individuals for their lack of understanding and
 
support.
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Current Symptoms
 
The last four pages of the questionnaire focused on
 
the participants' current physical and psychological
 
symptoms, beginning with a question about how much
 
difficulty participants have had expressing their feelings
 
during the past year. A majority, 40 (62.5%), said they
 
have been expressing their feelings well to family,
 
friends, employers, and professional acquaintances, while
 
21 (32.8%) indicated that they have had difficulty
 
expressing their feelings, and 3 (4.7%) gave mixed
 
responses.
 
Appendix C displays the means of all feelings and
 
e3^eriences variables. The feelings that a majority of the
 
participants said they had been coping with during the past
 
year were anxiety (51.6%), sadness (51.6%), anger (54.7%),
 
and stress (51.6%). A majority also reported experiencing
 
sleep disturbances (56.3%), emotional distance (57.8%), and
 
stuffed feelings (53.1%).
 
Stiqmatization and Affiliation
 
Six (9.4%) participants indicated that they have felt
 
stigmatized for being a female Vietnam veteran, but 13
 
(20.3%) said they have at some time avoided identifying
 
themselves as a Vietnam-era veteran;
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Independent and educated women are frowned upon.
 
Adding the extra tags of "veteran" and "Vietnam era"
 
and "woman veteran" makes life that much more
 
hazardous. I do not understand why women are not
 
treated better.
 
A majority of the participants, 42 (65.6%), are
 
currently affiliated with at least one postwar veterans'
 
organization; most of those so affiliated belong to two or
 
more such organizations. Several wrote comments explaining
 
that they are not active members.
 
Seeking Mental Health Services and Diagnoses
 
Twenty (31.3%) of the participants said they had
 
sought mental health professional services for their
 
symptoms, and all but one of these said they had discussed
 
their Vietnam-related es^eriences, The professional
 
seirvices sought and foxind include social workers,
 
psychiatrists, psychotherapists, school guidance
 
counselors, and mental health counselors. Of these 19 who
 
discussed their wartime experiences, 14 (73.7%) said they
 
received no diagnosis of ETSD, 4 (21.1%) said they received
 
a diagnosis of PTSD but the diagnosis was unrelated to
 
sexual harassment, and only 1 (5.3%) said her diagnosis of
 
PTSD was related to an experience of sexual harassment
 
(rape).
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willingness to Serve Again
 
In response to the last question, "Given your personal
 
e^eriences as a woman veteran who served during the
 
historical Vietnam era, would you do it again?" a large
 
majority, 57 (89.1%), said yes, 3 (4.7%) did not answer,
 
and 4 (6.3%) said no. Some qualified their answers (e.g.,
 
saying, "Yes, if the political climate were different").
 
However, the overwhelming verdict was that their military
 
service, despite all its difficulties, was a strengthening
 
experience- Participants' representative comments are
 
contained in Appendix F.
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CHAPTER 5
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
 
The questionnaire appears in Appendix B, and the
 
encoding and tabulation of the data are described in
 
Appendix C. Each variable was classified as a symptom,
 
sexual harassment/ or biographic-demographic variable. The
 
symptom variables consisted of responses to questions 39
 
(coping with anxiety, coping with nervousness, etc.), 40
 
(sleep disturbances, loss of interest, etc.), 42 (sought
 
mental health services), and 44 (discussed Vietnam
 
experiences and received diagnosis). The sexual harassment
 
variables consist of responses to questions 26 and 28
 
(sexual harassment and sexual harassment reporting; the
 
latter variable was defined only for those cases that
 
experienced sexual harassment). The remaining variables
 
are classified as biographic-demographic. See Appendix C
 
for a list of all biographic-demographic and symptom
 
variables.
 
Results of t Tests
 
The first part of the question explored in this study
 
is. What are the characteristics of female Vietnam-era
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veterans who have experienced sexual harassment in the
 
military?
 
To answer this question, t tests were performed for
 
all variables to determine which verifies have means that
 
differ significantly (a = .05) between the group of
 
respondents who experienced no sexual harassment and the
 
group who experienced sexual harassment (question 26). The
 
results are tabulated in Appendix D and siimmarized here.
 
The results for the biographical-demographical
 
variables reveal that, compared to respondents who
 
experienced no sexual harassment, the group which
 
experienced sexual harassment
 
1. Married earlier;
 
2. Entered and left the military at lower ranks;
 
3. Corresponded less with a best friend or sister during
 
military service;
 
4. Stayed in the military a shorter time;
 
5. At homecoming were more disappointed by their
 
reception and felt less positive about their
 
involvement in the war;
 
6. Worked more often after homecoming in non-health care
 
jobs;
 
7. Are today less likely to be retired;
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8. Are today more likely to have been divorced at some
 
time;
 
9. Are currently affiliated with fewer postwar
 
organizations.
 
All of these differences are significant (a = .05). Item 5
 
supports a finding of Fontana et al. (1997).
 
The results for the symptom variables reveal that,
 
relative to respondents who experienced no sexual
 
harassment, those who experienced sexual harassment
 
reported significantly higher levels of nervousness, stress,
 
memory impairment, explosive anger, mistrust, and emotional
 
distance, as well as significantly lower feelings of
 
interest, spirituality, and sexual/romantic sensitivity.
 
Principal Components Analvsis
 
Because of the large niomber of biographic-demographic
 
and symptom variables, principal components (factors) were
 
coitputed for these two categories for use in the analysis
 
of variance. The results of the factor analysis are
 
tabulated in Appendix E and summarized here.
 
Table 5.1 lists the biographic-demographic factors,
 
and Table 5.2 lists the symptom factors. Symptom Factors 1
 
and 5 are of particular interest because they have high
 
loadings for iir^ortant PTSD symptom variables. Symptom
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 Table 5.1. Bioqraphic-Demoaraph.ic Factor StHtimarv
 
No. Factor
 
1 Rank, Medical Work, Navy, Satisfaction with Service,
 
Vietnam Stations, No Marriage, Low Alcohol/Drug
 
Use
 
2 Office Work, Patriotism, Marriage, Low Income, Low
 
Education, No Vietnam Stations
 
3 Marriage, Irtproving Education, Low Alcohol/Drug Use
 
4 Military Careerism, Dissatisfaction with Service,
 
Low Patriotism, Non-Caucasian Ethnic Backgroxind
 
5 Military Careerism, No Affiliation with Postwar
 
Organizations, Asia or Western Pacific Stations,
 
No Vietnam Stations
 
Factor 1 correlates with sleep disturbance and none3?plosive
 
anger, which are listed under the DSM-IVs PTSD Criterion D
 
(increased arousal), and with several symptoms (poor
 
memory, depression, stress, nxmibness, feelings of loss)
 
that are listed under DSM-IV Criterion C (avoidance of
 
stimuli associated with the trauma and nxambing of general
 
responsiveness). Symptom Factor 5 correlates with
 
ejcplosive anger, listed under the DSM-IV's PTSD Criterion D
 
(increased arousal), and with intrusive thoughts, listed
 
under the DSM-IVs Criterion B (ree3?periencing of the
 
traumatic event) (DSM-IV, p. 428).
 
Because Symptom Factors 1 and 5 mix symptoms of
 
Criteria B, C, and D, none of the terms reexperiencina,
 
numbing, or arousal bv itself is appropriate to describe
 
either factor. However, Symptom Factor 1 (poor sleep and
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Table 5.2. Symptom Factor Svugnmarv
 
No. Factor
 
1 Unexpressive PTSD (poor sleep and memory, depression,
 
stress, numbness, feelings of loss, anger)
 
2 Rage with Nuinbness and Low Anxiety (rage,
 
mombness, low anxiety, not seeking help, low
 
smoking/drinking, low feelings of loss)
 
3 Discussing War Experiences, Expressing Feelings
 
4 Unknown Feelings, Avoidance of Crowds, Low Anxiety,
 
No Explosive Anger
 
5 Expressive PTSD (explosive anger, relationship
 
problems, intinsive thoughts, expressing
 
feelings)
 
memory, depression, stress, numbness, feelings of loss,
 
anger) measures symptoms that usually are es^erienced
 
privately, while Symptom Factor 5 (explosive anger,
 
relationship problems, intrusive thoughts, expressing
 
feelings) measures symptoms that are esqjressed more often
 
in interpersonal relationships. Therefore Symptom
 
Factors 1 and 5 were named "Unexpressive PTSD" and
 
"Expressive PTSD," respectively.
 
Comparison of Factor Analysis and t Tests
 
The factor Office Work, Patriotism, Marriage, Low
 
Income, Low Education, No Vietnam Stations correlates with
 
variables that measure three characteristics (low rank,
 
marriage, non-health care work) that the t tests (see
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page 42) revealed to be significantly higher in the group of
 
respondents who esqperienced sexual harassment. Likewise,
 
the factor Unexpressive PTSD correlates with certain
 
symptoms (stress, memory impairment, feelings of loss) that
 
the t tests revealed to be significantly higher in the group
 
of the veterans who experienced sexual harassment, and the
 
factor Esspressive PTSD correlates with other symptoms
 
(explosive anger, mistrust, emotional distance, reduced
 
sexual/romantic sensitivity) also characteristic of this
 
group (see page 42),
 
The standard deviations of the factor Une3?pressive
 
PTSD in the group that experienced no sexual harassment and
 
the group that experienced sexual harassment were 0.755 and
 
1.053, respectively. The difference in means of
 
Unexpressive PTSD for these two groups was 0.958. Thus the
 
increase in Unexpressive PTSD in f^ale Vietnam-era
 
veterans who experienced sexual harassment in the military
 
is comparable in size to the range of such symptoms in
 
either group. This result suggests that sexual harassment
 
is far from a negligible contributor to Unexpressive PTSD
 
of female Vietnam-era veterans• When present, sexual
 
harassment may be responsible for a degree of
 
symptomatology of the Unexpressive PTSD type in this
 
population that is comparable in magnitude to that produced
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by all other wartime stressors put together. This result
 
supports a finding of Fontana et al. (1997).
 
Multivariate Analysis of Variance
 
The second part of the question escplored in this study
 
is. For female Vietnam-era veterans who have experienced
 
sexual harassment in the military, what is the likelihood
 
of the incidence of PTSD symptoms?
 
To answer this question, a linear model was
 
constructed by taking Biographic-Demographic Factors 1-5
 
and the two sexual harassment variables (i.e., sexual
 
harassment and sexual harassment reporting) as independent
 
variables, with Symptom Factors 1-5 as dependent variables.
 
Table 5.3 lists the significant effects found by post-hoc
 
univariate F tests. Table 5.4 lists the significant effects
 
fotind by tests.
 
Table 5.3 shows that sexual harassment and sexual
 
harassment reporting are significant predictors of
 
Unexpressive PTSD. Table 5.3 also shows that Expressive
 
PTSD is not significantly predicted by the sexual harassment
 
variables. This result suggests that Expressive PTSD may
 
be due primarily to other types of stressors that the
 
female Vietnam-era veterans in this study were exposed to
 
in the wartime environment.
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This conclusion is supported by the effect of the
 
factor Military Cafeerism, No Affiliation with Postwar
 
Organizations, Asia or Western Pacific Stations, No Vietnam
 
Stations, as shown in Table 5.3. This factor predicts a
 
reduced level of Unexpressive PTSD and an increased level
 
Of Expressive PTSD. Many of the respondents who had high
 
Military Careerism, No Affiliation with Postwar
 
Organizations, Asia or Western Pacific Stations, No Vietnam
 
Stations were Navy career nurses stationed in the western
 
Pacific but not in Vietnam, some of whom reported in their
 
open-ended comments that they were highly respected and
 
protected; e.g..
 
Having been a career officer [a Navy nurse],... I was
 
protected coming back [after the Vietnam War] to a
 
military community. I...believe that the protection
 
allowed the problems I had with posttraTomatic stress
 
to be exacerbated over a longer period of time and
 
[to] manifest [themselves] slowly.
 
Perhaps because of their protected status, these nurses may
 
have been less subject to sexual harassment. The F tests
 
support this statement, in that these veterans' symptoms
 
tend to be of the Es^ressive PTSD type, not the
 
Unes^ressive PTSD type predicted by the sexual harassment
 
variables.
 
Table 5.3 also shows that the factor Office Work,
 
Patriotism, Marriage, Low Income, Low Education, No Vietnam
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Stations predicts a reduced level of Discussing War
 
Experiences/ Expressing Feelings and an increased level of
 
Es^ressive PTSD, suggesting that female Vietnam-era
 
veterans of lower rank were more likely to develop
 
Expressive PTSD (i.e., PTSD symptoms not predicted by the
 
sexual harassment variables) but less likely to communicate
 
their feelings and war experiences.
 
In the tests (see Table 5.4), the same four effects
 
(sexual harassment; sexual harassment reporting; Office
 
work. Patriotism, Marriage, Low Income, Low Education, No
 
Vietnam Stations; and Military Careerism, No Affiliation
 
with Postwar Organizations, Asia or Western Pacific
 
Stations, No Vietnam Stations) that were found to be
 
significant effects in the univariate F tests were also
 
found to be significant multivariate predictors.
 
Figure 5.1 shows that the mean of Unexpressive PTSD is
 
higher in the group that reported incidents of sexual
 
harassment than in the group that experienced Sexual
 
harassment but did not report it. This result is
 
consistent with the assunption that incidents of sexual
 
harassment that were not reported were, on average, less
 
severe than the incidents that were reported. However, it
 
should be noted that this was not necessarily true in all
 
cases; responses to the open-ended questions indicated that
 
some incidents of sexual harassment went unreported not
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Table 5.3. Significant Effects in Univariate F Tests
 
Effect Coefficient Test p <
 
Sexual harassment
 
Une3?pressive PTSD .958* F(l,56)=7.576 .002
 
Sexual harassment reporting
 
Unexpressive PTSD .603* E(2,56)=7.885 .001 
Office Work, Patriotism, 
Marriage, Low Income, 
Low Education, No Vietnam 
Stations 
Discussing War Experiences, 
Expressing Feelings 
-.324 F(1,56)=5.606 .021 
Expressive PTSD .300 F(l,56)=5.119 .028 
Military Careerism, No 
Affiliation with Postwar 
Organizations, Asia or 
Western Pacific Stations, No 
Vietnam Stations 
Unexpressive PTSD 
-.226 F{1,56)=4.559 .037 
Expressive PTSD .294 F{1,56)=5.266 .015 
Difference of group means {i.e., sexual-harassment group's
 
mean minus no-sexual-harassment group's mean).
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Table 5.4. Significant Effects in Tests
 
Effect
 test p <
 
Sexual harassment
 (5,N=64) = 24.655 .005
 
Sexual harassment reporting X^(10,N=64) = 35.537 .005
 
Office Work, Patriotism, X^(5,N=64) = 16.568 .005
 
Marriage, Low Income, Low
 
Education, No Vietnam Stations
 
Military Careerism, No
 x2(5,N=64) = 11.029 .05
 
Affiliation with Postwar
 
Organizations, Asia or Western
 
Pacific Stations, No Vietnam
 
Stations
 
because they were minor incidents but because the
 
respondent believed that to report them would be futile
 
(see the discussion of intimidation on pages 26-30).
 
Finally, Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the distribution of
 
work during military service and the sexual harassment
 
variables with the factors Unexpressive PTSD and Es^pressive
 
PTSD for all 64 study participants. These figures show that
 
the cases with the highest PTSD symptomatology tended to
 
have histories of work in non—medical jobs and of sexual
 
harassment.
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Figure 5.1. Scatter diagram of the 64 participants in this
 
study showing Symptom Factor 1 (Une3^ressive PTSD) and the
 
group variables sexual harassment and sexual harassment
 
reporting. The sexual harassment variables predict
 
significantly higher Unexpressive PTSD (p < .002).
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Figure 5.2. Scatter diagram of the 64 participants in this
 
study showing work during military service and the symptom
 
factors Une3{pressive PTSD and Expressive PTSD. Most of
 
the participants with the highest levels of these factors
 
worked in nonmedical jobs.
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Figure 5.3. Scatter diagram of the 64 participants in this study 
Une3<pressive PTSD and Expressive PTSD. Participants with 
the highest levels of these factors experienced sexual 
harassment. 
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CHAPTER 6
 
CONCLUSIONS
 
Relevance to Social Work Practice
 
The paucity of research on female veterans who served
 
during the Vietnam War era may have resulted in the
 
misdiaghosis of members of this population who seek mental
 
health services. It is hoped that the insights that the
 
present study provides into this population will be of
 
benefit to social workers who work with them by enhancing
 
social workers' understanding of the female veteran in the
 
context of the social phenomena that occurred during the
 
era of the Vietnam War.
 
Characteristics of the Study Population
 
Guardedness.
 
According to the literature, services to female
 
Vietnam era veterans who present with PTSD symptoms are
 
inpeded by several obstacles. The female veterans
 
themselves may not associate their PTSD symptoms with the
 
travimas of sexual harassment experienced over 25 years ago.
 
The traumatic experience can be greatly minimized by the
 
veterans' denial of that experience and by their reluctance
 
to address the issue of sexual harassment:in a mental
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health setting. More significantly, clinicians can
 
knowingly or unknowingly reinforce this reluctance by
 
failing to understand, recognize, or address the female
 
veteran's PTSD symptoms in the context of her Vietnam
 
experience.
 
The results of the study indicate that, of the 16
 
female veterans who experienced sexual harassment and
 
sought help in a clinical setting, only 3 (18.8%) were
 
diagnosed with PTSD, arid only 1 (6.3%) of these diagnoses
 
was related to sexual harassment. Although the
 
questionnaire did not specifically ask how many of these
 
women discussed their e:^eriences with sexual harassment,
 
it is possible that in many of these cases the subject was
 
never discussed, due to the female veteran's feeling of
 
uniqueness and sense of isolation from her peer group and
 
society in general.
 
the most obvious characteristic of the study
 
population is an extreme initial resistance to recalling
 
painful memories and life experiences of the Vietnam War
 
era. Their reluctance has been reinforced, in many cases,
 
by 25 years of practiced silence living in a society that
 
i . ■ ■ ■ ■' ' ■ "■ ■ . ' 
yould just as soon forget the Vietnam War ever existed. 
i ■ ■ ' ' \ ' - ■ • ■ ■ ■ 
■the stigma attached to being a female Vietnam War era 
Veteran was, for many, invalidating; many of the 
P^-^ticipants said in their own words that they are the 
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war's invisible participants. Though their wartime
 
e3<perience was different from that of male Vietnam veterans
 
in important ways, they suffer from the stereotypes
 
associated with the narrow perceptions of male veterans'
 
pathologies or dysfunctional behaviors. Consequently, many
 
female Vietn^-era veterans do not readily identify
 
themselves as being service-connected, much less alluding
 
to being victims of sexual harassment. Guarded discretion
 
may hamper disclosure of feelings to clinicians who may
 
work with this population.
 
However, this study shows that, if trust can be
 
established, the floodgates burst and a wealth of candid
 
information is available from female Vietnam—era veterans,
 
both those who were victims Of sexual harassment and those
 
who were not. It is this researcher's hope that these
 
women's insights will be of bensfit to social workers in a
 
clinical setting who either knowingly or unknowingly work
 
with this population. This researcher's ultimate desire is
 
to fo3rm a nucleus of truth that will show how the veterans'
 
personal es^eriences with sexual harassment and other
 
wartime stressors are relevant to understanding,
 
diagnosing, and treating women who have PTSD symptoms. If
 
the study enhances social workers' ability to better serve
 
the needs of their clients, the sometimes gut-wrenching
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candor and honesty exhibited by the women who participated
 
in this study will have been worthwhile.
 
Invisibilitv.
 
Another facet of female veterans' overall personal
 
world view is the non-recognition of their contribution to
 
the war effort and their assumption that their emotional
 
pain is less than that of their male Counterparts who
 
served in combat. Consequently, female veterans have been
 
invisible in con^jarison to their male counterparts, who
 
have been extensively studied in the years since the end of
 
the war.
 
Sexual Harassment.
 
As with other minority groups, the vinderlying problems
 
of women in the military stem from the complexities of
 
prejudice or discrimination that was directed against their
 
minority status by the surrounding discerning majority.
 
The practice of military patriarchy is a given; however,
 
the larger aim of both the men and the women who
 
participated in the Vietnam War was to resolve the conflict
 
with the opposing military forces.
 
Nevertheless, there was an essential difference
 
between the men and the women. Their military training had
 
prepared the women for exposure to most of the elements of
 
war they encountered, but it did not prepare them to defend
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themselves against the various forms of sexual harassment
 
imposed by their male counterparts. This caused the female
 
veteran hardships that resulted in emotional and mental
 
health problems associated with certain types of
 
Posttraxomatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) symptoms.
 
As the survey indicated, there is evidence that the
 
various forms of sexual harassment es^erienced by the
 
female veterans is a significant contributor to the
 
"unexpressed" type of PTSD symptoms in Vietnam War era
 
fCTiale veterans. This study enables clinicians to identify
 
the distinctive characteristics of female Vietnam War era
 
veterans, especially those who exhibit symptoms of
 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). In particular, it
 
alerts clinicians to the need to distinguish between PTSD
 
symptoms of the expressive and unexpressive types, and to
 
the fact that, in this positivist study, symptoms of the
 
unexpressive type were found to be predicted by the
 
self-report of sexual harassment in the female veterans'
 
service histories. Distinguishing unexpressive PTSD
 
symptoms from the expressive type, which are perhaps more
 
widely recognized by clinicians as resulting from exposure
 
to wartime stressors, can prevent the misdiagnosis of a
 
female veteran who presents with pathologies that, without
 
knowledge of her history of sexual harassment, could appear
 
to be depression.
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That war traxama is exacerbated by sexual trauma is
 
factual and should not be underestimated. The resistance
 
to openly addressing issues of their wartime experiences is
 
doubly strong for the victims of sexual harassment, as the
 
denial of feelings is a strong defense mechanism that has
 
helped these women cope with their PTSD symptoms, and these
 
symptoms tend in themselves to be of an unexpressive or
 
private type.
 
Nevertheless, the intrinsic strengths of these female
 
veterans should not be underestimated. Despite the
 
difficulties and traumatic events they experienced, they
 
endured and often felt they had grown stronger as a result
 
of meeting and overcoming adversity. Their stories are
 
eloquent testimony that their strengths have been
 
xinderappreciated by a society that has put the Vietnam War
 
out of mind.
 
Future Research
 
There is a need for more studies of female veterans
 
who served during the Vietnam era, especially of those who
 
were compromised with gender-related issues during the
 
1960s when women's rights were violated and sexual
 
harassment had no face or repercussions, as it has today.
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APPENDIXA
 
LETTERS,FORMSANDSTATEMENTS
 
The following four pages are copies of the IRB letter of approval and the cover
 
letter,consentform,and debriefing statementusedin this study.
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY Full Board Review Tht'Cid'ifnrnia 
SAN BERNARDINO 
IRBFlle# Stdfc I'nit'crnitv 
98011 
November20.1997 
■ 	 Carolyn-Odgen.' 
c/o Dr. Maijorie Hunt 
Dep^mentofSocial Work 
Galifbrnia State University 
5500 University Parkway 
San Bemaixiino,Galitbmia 9240? 
Dear Ms.Odgen:
 
Your application to use human subjectsin research,titled,"TheIncidence ofSexual Harassment
 
AmongstFemale Era Vietnam Veterans with Post-Traumatic Stress Symptoms'"has been
 
reviewed by the Institutional Review Board(IRB).Your application has been approved.Your
 
informed consent statement should contain a statementthatreads,"This research has been
 
reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board ofCalifornia State University,San
 
Bernardino,"
 
Please notify theIRB ifany substantive changesare made:in yourresearch prospectus and/or^y
 
unanticipated risks to subjects arise.Ifyour projectlasts longer than one year,you mustreapply
 
ofapproval attheend ofeach year.You are required to keep copiesofthe informed consent
 
formsand datafor at leastthree years.
 
Ifyou have aiiy questionsregarding theIRB decision,please contact Lynn Douglass,IRB
 
Secretary.Ms.Douglasscan be reached by phone at(909)880-5027,by fax at(909)880-7028,
 
orby email at ldougIas@wiIey.csasb.edu.Please include your application identificatipn number
 
(above)in all correspondence.
 
Bestofluck with your research.
 
Sincerely,
 
\ A
 
LP
 
ovi
JosephLotett,Chair
 
Instiiujional Revievv Board
 
JL/ld
 
ec: Marjoric Hunt,Social Work
 
ri.'i(K) University I'arkway..San Hornardinq.CA
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INFORMEDCONSENT
 
Thisvalid studyis desired tohelp sociai workersinaclinicalsettingto understand the
 
characteristicsofwomen Vietnam eraveterans,and howdieir unique warexperiences effected
 
theirlivk aswomenservinginthe militaiy.This research projecthas been q^rovedbythe
 
Human Subjects ComniitteeoftheDepartmentofSocial Work atCaHfimiiaState Universi^,
 
SanBernardino.
 
Thestu^in whidiyouareaboutto participateininvolvesanswering(51)questions
 
pertainii^toyour bacli^ound,feelings,attitudes,and bdiaviorsrelativetoyourpersonal
 
expenaicesbefiMre,duimg,aiKlafbryouririvolvem«itmtheiDi]itaiy. Asdpartic^ant,you
 
will be asked todescribe your war e9q>erieaces asawoman,andsiyformofsexual harassment
 
youm^have ©qjerienced and/ofrdatedsynqjtomsofPostTraumaticStress(PTSD).The
 
answerii^ofthe wrhtenandexpknatmyquestioDs shouldtake approximate^I hour.
 
Yourpaitic^aticn is exclusivelyon avdimteer basis,however,plea^beassured that
 
anyinformahon you provide willberespected asconfidentialbythisresearcher.Yourpersonal
 
responses will beab^ute^monymous,therefore;,noidratiQ^gnames will beused inthe
 
rqpmts.Infoeeventthatyoushouldhaveany questionsconcertingfoeoutcomeoftUsstudy or
 
ifanythinghasconfused youaboutfoestudy,acontactphonenrnhba-willbeprovided atfoe
 
endoftheconsentfi>nn.
 
Itishopedfoattheresults ofthisstu^ willenablesocialwork^inadxnicalsettingto
 
b^erunderstand the effectsofthefemaleveterans warexperiencesand/orsexualharassment,
 
andhowthesepersonallife events belinked tofoesymptomsofPostTraumaticDisorder
 
(PTSD).
 
Yourpecsonal pointofviewasafemale Vietzunn veteran is inaportanttothisstud^.
 
Hease placeachedcniarkonfoeindicatedspacebdow,andincludethis pnisentfomiwifofoe
 
completed questioiinaireinfoeeiKlosedsdfaddressedstamped envelope.
 
Ifyoufed cmni^etingfoequ^mrnairebrings up troubling memoriesorisemotionaUy
 
iq^setting,you maycontactthe V^eransAdrnmistratiGnHo^italbycalling;#1-800-827-1000;
 
HtoqpageInternee-mail address:www.vagov.feciItties.htn!,oranylocal VetCenterin your
 
area Hdpis also availd>ie bywayofyoulocalFamily ServicesorMentalHealthfedl%.
 
IacknowledgethatIhave beeninifermed ofand understandfoenatureand purposeoffois
 
study.Ivohmtaiilycoasaitto beingaparticipantin this study.Iacknow^ec^thatIam atleast
 
18 yearsofage.
 
Check here:
 
ID#: Researcher's Si^natise
 
CarolynB.Ogda^i,MSWCandidate
 
Ogdencb@aoi.com
 
Dr.MaQorieHunt,Ph.D.,Research Advisor
 
(909)880-5501
 
ineliunt@wiley.csusb.edu
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DEBRIEFINGSTATEMENT
 
The study you have participated in wasdesigned to explore the characteristicsof
 
female Vietnam era veterans,and how their umque war experiences as afemale effected
 
their lives aswomenserving in the militaiy before,during,and after the Vietnam War.The
 
issue ofsexual harassment wasincluded to determine ifthis particular type oftrauma
 
contributed to symptomsofPost Traumatic Stress(PTSD) The research data was
 
collected through aspedficatly designed questionnaire. All data collected will berespected
 
and kept confidential.
 
You may requestthe final findingsofthis study bycontacting Carolyn B.Ogden at
 
(909-887-3102)orDr. Maijorie Huntin the Social Work Department,California State
 
University,San Bernardino^ at(909)880-5501 oratthe e-mail addresses provided below.
 
Ifpersonalissues should surface during or after completing the questionnaire you may
 
contact the Veterans Administration Hospital by caDing:#1-800-827-1000;Homepage
 
Internet e-mail address: www.va.gov.iacilities.htm,oranylocal Vet Centerin your area.
 
Assistance is also available by way ofyou local family services or mental health facility.
 
e-mail addresses:
 
Carolyn B.Ogden,MSW Candidate
 
(909)887-3102
 
Ogdencb@aol.com
 
Dr.Mffljorie Hunt,Ph.D.,Research Advisor
 
(909)880-5501
 
mehunt@wiley.csusb.edu
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CAUFORNIASTATE UNIVERSITY The California 
SANBERNARDINO State Univeraity 
Febniaiy 1,1998 
Dear Veteran,
 
Thank youfor your response tothe Vietoam EraWomen VeteransStudy:

"MyStoiy,MyWords".Iwouldliketo ackno^^^edge you atthislime,asa
 
distingmshed woman veteranofthe Vietnam era Asa valid participant,you will be
 
joiningodier women veteransinacomprehensivestudyondieir experiencesand
 
personal viewpoints as women whoserved in die miiitaiy during tfiis era.
 
This stuch^ isb^gconducted by CarolynB.Ogden whois a wifeofa Vietnam
 
veteran,and die mofterofthree veteran sons.Iam aMaster'sofSocial Workgraduate
 
studentatCal State University San Bernardino,whois currendystudyingthetopicof
 
wom^veterans whoserved in/outofcountry duringthe Vietnam era. Theadvisorfor
 
department
 
thisstiKfy is Dr.Maii<meE.Hunt,Bi.D.,AssistantProfessorofSocialWork,whois a
 
OF 
woman Vietnam veteran in herown ri^ t
 
SOCIAL WORK
 
Your participation is vitaltodiesuccessofthisstudy,hiorderto makethis
 
studytruly r^iresentativeofthe Vietnam era womoiveterans eTqierience,your
 
909/880-5501
 personal vxewpcxntaswomanveteran whoservedin the military duringthis erais
 
essential. Only women veteranslike yoursdfcan authenticateand enhancethe
 
Enclosed you wiSfmdadetailed Questionnaire,hifoimed Consent;Debriefing
 
Statem^t Please readtheinformed Consentsheetcarefully and placeacheck markon
 
theindicated line. Allinformation will bereflected asconfid^ti^.
 
When you have completedthe questiannaire,enclose both dieQuestioanaire

andtheInformed Consent in thestampedselfaddressedenvelc^,and please return
 
diem back to me diiecdy.
 
Thank youfor yourtimeand cooperatfon.Yourparticipatiixiindiestud^
 
Story,MyWords" is gready appreciated.Ifyou haveanyquestions please
 
centimeat(909)887>3102or e-mail ogdencb@aol.com.
 
Sincerdy,
 
Cart^B Qgd^
 
MSW GraduateStudent
 
Cal StateUniversity San Bernardino
 
5500 University Parkway,San Bernardino.CA 92407 2397
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APPENDIXB
 
QUESTIONNAIRE
 
The following 14 pages are a facsimile of the questionnaire cover letter and the
 
questioimaire,"My Stoiy,My Words,"that were usedin this study.
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QU£SnONNAIE£
 
FOR
 
Tfl£VietnameeaWbMEN VeteiunsstudV:
 
"MVSTORV,MVHTORDS"
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Identilicatioii Number _
 
1. DateofBirth
 
Mo Day Yr
 
2. 	 Whatis yourethnic background?
 
Native American Asian American
 
African American Mexican American
 
Caucasian Other
 
3. 	 Whatwas yourievd ofeducation prior to your military service? . Years
 
Please specify by(fiploma/degree
 
4/ Whatis your currentlevelofeducation? Years
 
Please specify by diploma/<kgree .
 
5a, Priorto your Vietnam experience,what wasyour work history?
 
Please list in sequence according to firstjob.
 
Typeof Job Title Number ofyears
 
Business ofEmployn^nt
 
Sb. Was your reasonfor enteringthe militaryjob rdated?
 
Yes No
 
6. 	 Since your Vietnam experience,whathas been your work history?
 
Please listin sequence according to mostcurrentjob.
 
Typeof Job Title Length of Reasonfor
 
Business Employment Leaving
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Whatis your currait workstatus?
 
_ Employed Retired
 
_ Unemployed Disabled
 
8. 	 Whatis your current approximate annualincome(before taxes)?
 
0.5,000 25,001-30,000
 
5,001- 10,000 _30,001-35,000
 
10,001 - 15,000 35,001-40,000
 
__20,001-25,000 40.000-Over
 
9a. Uponentering(he military were you married orin along-term relationship?
 
Yes No
 
9b. Ifyes,what isthe length oftime you werein this relationship?
 
Please specify by how many weel^months,or years.
 
Weeks, Months Years
 
9c* 	 ifno,what was your maritalstatus?
 
Single Separated
 
Divorced _Widowed
 
10. 	 Whatis your current maritalstatus?
 
Married Not married
 
11. 	 Ifdivorced,when were you divorced(year)
 
12. 	 Whatis yoursexual orientation?
 
Heterosexual Homosexual
 
13. 	 Whatbranch ofthe armed forces did you servein?
 
Army
 
Air Force
 
___ Marines
 
Naw
 
CoastGuard
 
14. 	 Whatwas yourtotallength oftimeofactive servicein/outofcountry duringthe
 
Vietnam era?Please specify by months/years
 
Months Years
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15. Whatspecificjobsdid you hold in the service?
 
Please list in sequencefrom firsttolast job.
 
16a. Whattype ofdischarge did you receive? 
,Honorable ,Dishonorable 
General Other 
16b. Ifodier,pkase describe in whatway you were discharged? 
17a. In what way wereyou sentto your duty stations? 
,Volunteered 
.Routin^ransler 
Other 
17b. Where were your assigned duty stations? 
,In country 
,Outcountry 
,In/Outcountry 
17c. Ptease list according tofirst duty station,and duration oftime spent there. 
Duty Station Country,City Duration oftime(mondis) 
18. Please indicate your dates ofservice? 
In Country OutCountry 
From: To: From: To: 
From: To: From: To: 
From: ___ To: From: To: 
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 19a* 
19b* 
19c* 
20a* 
Atwhatrank/rate/pay grade were you during 
the onsetofyour military service? 
Whatwas your hi^estranfc/rate/pay grade 
during your military service 
Atwhat rank/rate/jpay grade were you 
when you left the military service? 
From the onset,how did youfeel about yourinvolvementin the Vietnam war efforts? 
Didn't believe in 
reasonsfor war^ 
feared the dangers 
ofwar,immorai 
Mixed feelings 
or no strong 
feelings 
Patriotic duty, 
believed in reason 
forthe war,fdtwar 
was morally justified 
u 
20b. In your own words,how would you describe thesefedings? 
21a* After your"^^etnam experience,how did you feel about your involvementin ftie war 
efforts? 
DisiBusioned,cynical, 
angry over being putin a 
inconvenientenvironment 
ofconflict,saose ofinjustice 
Mixed feelings, 
nostrongfe^mgs 
oremotions 
Felt youdid something 
meritoriousfor your 
country when patriotism 
was not poputor 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 
21b. In yourown words,how would yon describethesefeelings? 
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22a. 	 Whatis your perception ofhow you weretreated white you wereinthe military?
 
Very Poorly Poorly Fairly Well Very Well
 
Notrespected Little respect Respected Highly respected
 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
 
22b. 	 In yourown words,how would you describe yourtreatmentas awoman who
 
served in the military?
 
23a. 	 How would you rate youremotional/mental satisfaction in your treatment
 
in the military?
 
Very UiiMtislied Unsatisfied Satisfied Very Satisfied
 
Undufy disappointed Disgruntled Pleased Gratified
 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
 
23b. 	 In your own words,how did your treatmentasa women in the military affect your
 
emotional/menta]well being?
 
24a. 	 Wasgender a significant issue in how you weretreated asa woman in the militaiy?
 
Very much an issue Somewhatofanissue Notat all an isst»
 
Extremely unfair Treated a little unfairly Treated very fairly
 
Intolerable Tolerable Decently
 
I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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 24b« Ifgender wasan issue9in yourown words describe how/why this was an issue?
 
(ifnotan issue skip to question 26a)
 
25su Ifgender wasan issue,how did you cope with how you weretreated? 
Not Very WeU 
Stuffed down 
filings 
NotWdl 
Had difficulty 
telling others 
SomewhatWell 
Attempted to 
voice myfeelings 
Very Well 
Openly voiced 
my opinion 
I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
25b. In yourown words,how did you cope with yourtreatmrat asawoman in the 
mi^ry? 
26a. Many women veterans experienced variousforms ofharassment,did you 
experience anyform of sexual harassment?(ifno,skip to question 30a) 
Yes No 
27a. Ifyes,whatrankwasthe person(s)who harassed you? 
nease describe by rank andjob description. 
Samerank 
Higher rank _ 
Lower rank_ 
Other 
28a. Did you attemptto communicate with anyone in the military abouttheincident? 
Yes No 
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28c. Ifyes,whom did you first reportthatincidentto? 
Please describe by rank andjob description. 
Samerank 
Higher rank 
Lower rank _ 
Other 
28c. 
29a. 
29b. 
Wasthe individual whom you reported the incident supportive ofyou? 
__Yes _No 
Did you seek further help? 
_Yes No 
Ifyes,in yoor own wordsdescribethe help you sought during this time,and 
whatwasthe outcome? 
29c. Ifno,please describe in yourown words why not? 
30a. 
30b. 
Did you feel personally responsible for yourexperiences with harassment? 
Yes No 
Ifyes,please describe in yourown words why? 
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31a. Did you correspond with anyone back homeabout your aboutyour experiences 
during yourtour ofduty during the Vietnani War? 
Yes No 
31b. IfyeSf with whom?(check ali thatapply) 
.Mother 
_ Father 
.Husband 
_ Boyfriend 
_ Girlfriend 
Sister 
Brother 
__Relative 
Bestfriend 
Others 
32a. Some people cope with stress by using alcohol and/or drugs. 
Did you usealcohol or drugs whilein the military? 
Yes No 
32b. Ifyes,about how much on theaveragedo you recall drinking or using? 
OnceawedL 
Upto5timesa week 
5or moretimesa week 
33a. Did you usedrugs or drink till intoxication? 
Yes No 
33b. Ifyes,how often? 
,Once a week 
,Up to5times a week 
5or morethnesa week 
34a. Did you continue using drugs or alcohol when the Vietnam Warwasover? 
Yes No 
34b. Do you tiiink your drinking or drug usingincreased or decreased after the War? 
Increased 
_ Decreased 
34c. Ifincreased,in your estinuttion byhow much?_ 
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35a« 
I 
When you leftthe military,whattypeofhomecoming greeting did you anticipate? 
Closed arms 
Dishonored 
Dismal 
Some greeting 
Honored 
Somber 
Openarms 
Highly Honored 
Glorious 
I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
35b. In yourown words,please describe your homecoming. 
35c. Afterserving yourtour ofduty during the Vietnam war,please describe the most 
memorableexperience you had during your transition as a veteran to civilian life? 
36a. When you leftthe military did you feelsupported by society for 
participatingin the warefforts? 
Notsupportive Minimum Support Somewhatsupported 
Absolutely Ignored Shrugged off Little Interest 
Extremely Hostile Indifferent Tolerant 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
VerySupported 
Compassionate 
Sympathetic 
I I I I I 
36b. Ifnotsupported,in yourown words please describethe reasons why. 
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37a. Upon returning homedo you feel yourfamily and friends weresupportive?
 
Very Unsupported Unsupported Somewhatsupported VerySupported
 
No dialogue Avoided dialogue Reserved dhdogue Op^dialogue
 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
 
37b. 	 Ifnot,in yourown words please describethe reasons why.
 
38. 	 Do you expierience difficulty in expressing your real feelings to others?
 
Yes 	 , No .
 
39. 	 Whattypes offeelings did you have to cope within the pastyear?
 
(Check^that apply)
 
.Anxiety	 .Anger
 
.Nervous	 .Explosive anger
 
.Numbness	 
.Rage
 
.Sadness	 .Mistrust
 
.Depressed	 
.Shame
 
Hopelessness 
_ Regret
 
.Loneliness 
.Failure
 
.Isolation .Stressed
 
Melancholy ,Unknown feelings
 
40. 	 Have you experienced any ofthe following in the past year?
 
(check all that apply)
 
.Sleep Disturbances 
_ Emotional distancefrom others
 
. Lossofinterestin work or activities 
_ Reaction to smells or colors
 
.Negative self-image 
_ Stuffed feehngsdown
 
.MemoryImpairment ^ Lossofspirituality
 
Intrusivethoughts 
_ Increased smoking/drinldng
 
Hypersaisitivityto injustice ofwomen 
_ Avoidanceofcrowds
 
.Problems with intimate relations ,Lossofsexual/romantic
 
with family,friends,or at work sensitivity
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41b* In yourown words^ please describethese experiences and your personalinsights on
 
how it has affected your rriations within the arena ofyourfamily,friends or at work?
 
42a. Have you ever sought mental health professional servicesfor these symptoms? 
__ . No 
43a. Ifyes,please describethetypeofprofessional help you receiveiL 
44a. Wasyour Vietnam related experiences ever ihscussed? 
Yes ^No 
44b, Ifyes,were youever diagnosed with PostTraumatic Stress Disorder 
(FTSD)symptoms dueto your personal experiencesas a women veteran? 
Yes No 
45c. Wasyour diagnosis ofPostTraumatic Stress(PTSD)symptoms related to any 
incidents ofsexual harassmentexperienced during your mUitary service? 
Yes No 
46a. Have you felt stigmatized because you area Vietnam female veteran? 
Yes No 
46b. Ifyes,in your own words please describe how. 
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47a. Have you atanytime feltthe need to avoid identifying yourself
 
as being a Vietnam era veteran? 
Yes ^^No 
47b. Ifyes,in whatparticular institutional setting? 
Educational 
Employmrat 
Medical 
Relationships 
Organizations 
Other 
47c. In yourown words,please explain why. 
48a. Are you affiliated with any postwar organizations?
 
Yes No
 
48b. Ifyes,please indicate tiie postwar organizations you are involved with.
 
49a. 	 Distinguished Vietnam era women veterans like yourself,have goneon to be
 
personalsuccessesin their own rights.Whatdid you gainfrom your significant
 
experiencesin tiie military,and how have you applied your pastlife eventsto your
 
current lifetoday?
 
49b. 	 In yourown words,please give yoiir personalinsights.
 
50a. 	 Given your personal experiences asa woman veteran whoserved during the historical
 
Vietnam era,would you do it again?
 
^Yes No
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50b. 	In yourown words^ please explain why.
 
51. 	 Isthere any othercommentsthat you would wantto include here? JMeasefed free to
 
usethe space bdowto tell your significant personal experiences in your own words.
 
Weappreciate your willingness to fiU outthis questionnaire.Thaidc you for your candor.
 
Your individual answers will hdp contributeto a much bdter understanding ofVietnam era
 
women veterans.
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 APPENDEXC
 
DATAREDUCTION
 
; ■ , ' • 
Responsesfrom64completed questionnaires were tabulated and missing dataim
 
puted,wherever possible,using information from responses to other quantitative or open-

ended questions, hnputed values accountfor 1.8%ofthe total data.
 
Variables from multiple-choice questions were encoded by assigning consecutive
 
integerstothepossibleresponseslistedinthequestionnaire. Thus,"income=1"impliesan
 
annualincomeof$0-5,000,whichisthefirstchoicelistedinquestion8ofthequestionnaire
 
(see Appendix B). Using this encoding,minima,maxima,means,and standard deviations
 
werecomputedfor all variablesinthe questionnaire. Tfrese minimaand maxima arelisted
 
in TablesC.1-C.3dong with meansandstandard deviationsforallcontinuousandboolean
 
variables.
 
Table C.4 lists the variables that were dropped from the analysis because oflow
 
variance or high correlation witii other variables. Additional collapsed variables(those
 
with namesending in "group")were then defined for use in t tests and factor analyses to
 
replace variables thathad highly non-Gaussian distributions.
 
The biographic-demographic variables and symptom variables are listed in Ta
 
bles C.5 and Tables C.6,respectively.
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Table C.l. Statistical Sianmary erfAll Variables;Part 1
 
Vatiable 1 Min. Max. Mean SD 
;Age , 43.000 81.000 58.391 10.155 
Etbnic background 1.000 6.000 ■■ ■ ■— • 
Years of educ^on pricar to military service 12.000 20.000 14.531 1.790 
Current years of education 8.000 24.000 17.188 2.538 
Work prior to service 0.000 8.000 — ' • —- ■ 
Reason for entering inilitary was job-related 0.000 1.000 0.617 0.478 
Work after service 0.000 9.000 — , ■ -
Current work status 1.000 4.000 
Income ' 1.000 8.000 6.547 2.182 
Years married or in long-term relationship at 0.000 10.000 0.375 1.488 
start of service 
Marital status at start of service 1.000 4.000 ■ ■ ■ ——­
Currently married 0.000 1.000 0.313 0.467 
Years divorced 0.000 30.000 3.922 8.371 
Sexual orientation is homosexual 0.000 1.000 0.078 0.270 
Branch of the armed forces 1.000 4.000 . ■ —» . ■ 
Years of active service during VN era 1.000 20.200 6.977 5.260 
of work during service 2.000 8.000 ' ■ — ■ 
Type of discharge 1.000 4.000 — 
Routine transfer to duty stations 1.000 3.000 2.109 0.857 
Age when entered service 18.000 49.000 25.906 6.957 
Total years at all duty stations 0.000 32.000 13.131 9.305 
Years at duty stations in VN 0.000 1.500 0.397 0.506 
Years at other duty stations in Asia/West Pacific 0.000 6.500 1.070 1.496 
Rank at start of service (l=El,...,10=Ol,...) 1.000 13.000 6.734 4.654 
Highest rank during service 2.000 17.000 11.844 3.977 
Rank at end of service 2.000 17.000 11.859 3.976 
Patriotic about involvement in war at start of 5.000 20.000 14.047 4.079 
service - ; , . ; -■ 
Positive about involvement in war at end of 1.000 20.000 14.273 4.787 
service 
Felt respected during service 0.500 20.500 15.539 4.276 
Emotional/mental satisfaction with treatment 0.500 20.500 14.719 4.775 
during service 
Gender was significant issue in treatment as 0.500 20.000 15.023 5.144 
.. . •. "':V:'^Wpiiiarr;;^X
Success in coping with gender issues 1.000 20.500 17.641 4.766 
Rank of person(s) to ydrom harassment was 0.000 4.000 1.885 1.904 
, ' renorted ' 
Person to whom harassment was reported was 0.000 1.000 0.714 0.469 
supportive 
Sought further help after harassment 0.000 1.000 0.200 0.408 
Felt personally responsible for experiences with 0.000 1.000 0.191 0.390 
: harassment 
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Table CJ2, Statistical Summary ofAll Variables, Part2
 
Variable Min. Max. Mean SD 
Correspond^ Avith mother back home 0.000 1.000 0.641 0.484 
Corresponded with father back home 0.000 1.000 0.359 0.484 
Corresponded with husband back home 0.000 1.000 0.016 0.125 
Corresponded with boyfriend back home 0.000 1.000 0.141 0.350 
Corresponded with girlfriend back home 0.000 1.000 0.156 0.366 
Corresponded with sister back home 0.000 1.000 0.422 0.498 
Corresponded with brother back home 0.000 1.000 0.266 0.445 
Corresponded with relative back home 0.000 1.000 0.328 0.473 
Corresponded with best friend back home 0.000 1.000 0.422 0.498 
Corresponded with others back home 0.000 1.000 0.234 0.427 
Used alcohol or drugs during service 0.000 3.000 1.141 0.941 
Drank orused drugsto intoxication during service 0.000 3.000 0.328 0.619 
Continued drinking or using drugs after VNW 0.000 1.000 0.594 0.495 
Increase in drinking or drug use after VNW 0.000 2.000 0.766 0.750 
Anticipated glorious homecoming greeting 1.500 20.000 12.672 4.359 
Felt supported by society at homecoming 2.500 19.000 12.359 4.090 
Felt supported by family and friends at home 6.000 20.500 14.789 3.318 
coming 
Experience difficulty in expressing feelings to 0.000 1.000 0.352 0.469 
others 
Coping with anxiety 0.000 1.000 0.516 0.504 
Coping with nervousness 0.000 1.000 0.250 0.436 
Coping with numbness 0.000 1.000 0.250 0.436 
Coping with sadness 0.000 1.000 0.516 0.504 
Coping with depression 0.000 1.000 0.375 0.488 
Coping with hopelessness 0.000 1.000 0.047 0.213 
Coping with loneliness 0.000 1.000 0.203 0.406 
Coping with isolation 0.000 1.000 0.250 0.436 
Coping with melancholy 0.000 1.000 0.125 0.333 
Coping with anger 0.000 1.000 0.547 0.502 
Coping with explosive anger 0.000 1.000 0.109 0.315 
Coping with rage 0.000 1.000 0.141 0.350 
Coping with mistrust 0.000 1.000 0.297 0.460 
Coping with shame 0.000 1.000 0.031 0.175 
Coping with regret 0.000 1.000 0.234 0.427 
Coping with failme 0.000 1.000 0.109 0.315 
Coping with feeUng stressed 0.000 1.000 0.516 0.504 
Coping with unknown feeKngs 0.000 1.000 0.125 0.333 
Experiencing sleep disturbances 0.000 1.000 0.563 0.500 
Experiencing loss ofinterest 0.000 1.000 0.125 0.333 
Experiencing negative self-image 0.000 1.000 0.203 0.406 
Experiencing memory impairment 0.000 1.000 0.266 0.445 
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V a r i a b l e  
M i n .  M a x .  
M e a n  S D  
E x p e r i e n c i n g  i n t r o s i v e  N o u g h t s  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 2 3 4  
0 . 4 2 7  
E x p e r i e n c i n g  h ) r p e r s e n s i t i v i t y  t o i n j u s t i c e  
0 . 0 0 0  1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 4 6 9  
0 . 5 0 3  
E x p e r i e n c i n g  p r o b l e m s  w i t h  i n t i m a t e  r e l a t i o n s  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 3 4 4  
0 . 4 7 9  
E x p e r i e n c i n g  e m o t i o n a l d i s t a n c e  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 5 7 8  
0 . 4 9 8  
E x p e r i e n c i n g  r e a c t i o n  t o  s m e l l s / c o l o r s  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 1 5 6  
0 . 3 6 6  
E x p e r i e n c i n g  s t u f i G e d  f e e l i n g s  
0 . 0 0 0  1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 5 3 1  
0 . 5 0 3  
E x p e r i e n c i n g  l o s s  o f s p i r i t u a l i t y  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  0 . 1 4 1  
0 . 3 5 0  
E x p e r i e n c i n g  i n c r e a s e d  s m o l d n g / d r i n k i n g  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 7 8  
0 . 2 7 0  
E x p e r i e n c i n g  a v o i d a n c e  o f c r o w d s  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 4 3 8  
0 . 5 0 0  
E x p e r i e n c i n g  l o s s  o f s e x u a l / r o m a n t i c  s e n s i t i v i t y  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 3 1 3  
0 . 4 6 7  
S o u ^ t m e n t a l h e a l t h  p r o f e s s i o n a l  s e r v i c e s  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 3 1 3  
0 . 4 6 7  
D i s c u s s e d  V N e x p e r i e n c e s & r e c e i v e d  d i a g n o s i s  
0 . 0 0 0  
3 . 0 0 0  
0 . 3 9 1  
0 . 6 8 1  
H a v e f e l t s t i g m a t i z e d f o r b e i n g f e m a l e V N v e t e r a n  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 9 4  
0 . 2 9 4  
H a v e a v o i d e d  s e l f - i d e n t i f y i n g  a s v e t e r a n  a t s c h o o l  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 9 4  
0 . 2 9 4  
H a v e  a v o i d e d  s e l f - i d e n t i f y i n g  a s  v e t e r a n  a t  w o r k  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 9 4  
0 . 2 9 4  
H a v e  a v o i d e d  s e l f - i d e n t i f y i n g  a s  v e t e r a n  i n  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 1 6  
0 . 1 2 5  
m e d i c a l s e t t i n g  
H a v e  a v o i d e d  s e l f - i d e n t i f y i n g  a s  v e t e r a n  i n  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 9 4  
0 . 2 9 4  
r e l a t i o n s h i p s  
H a v e  a v o i d e d  s e l f - i d e n t i f y i n g  a s  v e t e r a n  i n  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 4 7  
0 . 2 1 3  
o r g a n i z a t i o n s  
H a v e a v o i d e d  s e l f - i d e n t i f y i n g  a s  v e t e r a n  i n  o t h e r  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 3 1  
0 . 1 7 5  
s e t t i n g s  
N u m b e r o f p o s t w a r  o r g m u z a t i o n  a f f i l i a t i o n s  
0 . 0 0 0  
6 . 0 0 0  1 . 3 9 1  
1 . 4 8 7  
W o u l d  d o i t  a g a i n  
0 . 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0  0 . 9 3 4  
0 . 2 5 0  
T a b l e  C . 4 .  V a r i a b l e s  D r o p p e d f i v m  t h e  A n a l y s i s 
  
V a r i a b l e  
Q u e s t i o n 
  
c e d i n g  w i t h  h o p e l e s s n e s s 
  
3 9 
  
c o p i n g  w i t h  s h a m e  
3 9 
  
c o r r e s p o n d e d  w i t h  h u s b a n d  b a c k  h o m e 
  
3 1 b 
  
f e l t  p e r s o n a l l y  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r e x p e r i e n c e s  w i t h  h a r a s s T n e n t 
  
3 0 a 
  
h a v e  a v o i d e d  s e l f - i d e n t i f y i n g  a s  v e t e r a n  i n  m e d i c a l  s e t t i n g 
  
4 7 a 
  
h a v e  a v o i d e d  s e l f - i d e n t i f y i n g  a s  v e t e r a n  i n  o r g a n i z a t i o n s 
  
4 7 a 
  
h a v e  a v o i d e d  s e l f - i d e n t i f y i n g  a s  v e t e r a n i n  o t h e r  s e t t i n g s 
  
4 7 a 
  
h a v e  f e l t  s t i g m a t i z e d f o r  b e i n g  f e m a l e  V i e t n a m  v e t e r a n 
  
4 6 a 
  
p e r s o n  t o  w h o m  h a r a s s m e n t  w a s r e p o r t e d  w a s s u p p o r t i v e 
  
2 8 c 
  
t y p e  o f d i s c h a r g e 
  
1 6 a 
  
w o u l d d o i t  a g a i n 
  
5 0 a 
  
r a n k  a t e n d  o f s e r v i c e 
  
1 9 c 
  
8 4 
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Table C^. Biographic-Demographic Variables 
Variable Question 
Age when entered service 1 
Age : ■ 1
 
Branch ofarmed forces group(l=Army,2=Air ForceMarines,3=Navy) 13
 
Gurrent years ofeducation 4
 
Cunentiy married group(l=Unmarried,2=Martied)
 10
 
Divorced group(l=Never divorced,2=Divorced)
 11
 
Eflinic background group(l=Caucasian,2=0ther) 2
 
Highest rank during service(1=E1,.. ,10=01,. .) 19b
 
Income • ' ^
 8 :
 
Marital st^s at start group(l=Single,2=0ther) 9a,9c
 
Married group(l=Never married,2=Married at some time) 9a-c
 
Number of postwar organization affiliations 48a
 
Patriotic aboutinvolvement in war at start ofservice
 20
 
Rank at start ofsMvice(1=E1,.,.,10=01,. .)
 19a
 
Relative rank ofharasser n
 
Reason for entering rnOitary wasjob-related 5b
 
Routine transfer to duty stations 17a
 
Sexual orientation is homosexual
 12
 
Total years at all duty stations
 ■ ■■17c- '
 
Work after groups
 ' 6 y;' ,

Work during group* 15
 
Work prior group* 5a
 
Woric Status group (l=Employed, 2=Retired, 3=Unemployed/Disabled) 7
 
Years at duty stations in Vietnam
 17c
 
Years at other duty stations in Asia and western Pacific
 .. 17c 
Years married or in long-term relationship at start of service 9b 
Years of active service during Vietnam era 14
 
Years of education prior to military service
 3 
•— jj ^— — — —^ ^ — ' -'• : ■ ■ - ■ 
l=None^etail/Trade/Secrctarial, 2=Administration/reqhmcaI/E^ 3=HealtIi care 
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Table C.6. Symptom Variables
 
Variable Question
 
Coping with anger
 39
 
Coping with anxiety
 39
 
Coping with depression 39
 
Coping with feeling stressed
 
Coping with explosive anger 39
 
Coping with failure 39
 
39
 
Coping with isolation
 39
 
Coping with loneliness 39
 
Coping with mistrust
 
Coping with melancholy 39
 
39
 
Coping with nervousness
 39
 
Coping with numbness
 39
 
Coping with rage 39
 
Coping with regret
 39
 
Coping widi sadness 39
 
Ehscussed Vietnam experiences and received diagnosis
 
Coping with unknown feelings 39
 
44a-c
 
Experience difficulty in expressing feelings to others
 38
 
Experiencing avoidance ofcrowds
 40
 
Ejqjeiiencing emotional distance 40
 
Expeiienciug increased smoking or drinking
 
Experiencing hypersensitivity to injustice 40
 
40
 
Experiencing intrusive thoughts
 40
 
Experiencing loss ofinterest
 40
 
Experiencing loss ofsexual or romantic sensitivity 40
 
Experiencing loss of spirituality 40
 
Experiencing memory impairment 40
 
40
Experiencing negative self-image
 
Experiencing problems with intimate relations
 40
 
Experiencing reaction to smells or colors
 40
 
Experiencing sleep disturbances
 40
 
Experiencing stuffed feelings
 40
 
Sought mental health professional services
 42
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APPENDIXD
 
TTESTS
 
Table D.I. Results oft Tests ofSexualHarassment
 
Mean 
Variable No SH"" SH' t E < 
Highest rank during service(1=E1,10=01) 13.184 9.885 3.547 .001 
Officer at end ofservice group(l=No,2=Yes) 1.895 1.538 3.479 .001 
Work status group(l=Einplcyed,2=Retired,3=Un­ 1.947 1.423 3.439 .001 
employed/Disabled) 
Positive aboutinvolvementin war at end ofservice 15.658 12.250 2.965 .004 
Married group(l=Never married,2=Mairied at some 1.342 1.692 2.886 .005 
time) 
Divorced group(l=Never divorced,2=Divorced) 1.105 1.385 2.770 .007 
Felt supported by family and Mends at homecoming 15.684 13.481 2.741 .008 
Officer iat start of service group(l=No,2=Yes) 1.711 1.385 2.698 .009 
Rank at start ofse^ce(1=E1,10=01) 7.974 4.923 2.701 .009 
Corresponded with sister back home 0.553 0.231 2.660 .010 
Number ofpostwar organi2ation affiliations 1.763 0.846 2.525 .014 
Years married or in long-term relationship at start of 0.008 0.912 2.481 .016 
service 
Anticipated glorious homecoming greeting 3.711 11.154 2.389 .020 
Years ofactive service duringAfiemam era 8.192 5.200 2.311 .024 
Work after groups 2.658 2.231 2.228 .029 
Corresponded with best Mend back home 0.526 0.269 2.082 .041 
Experiencing loss of sexual or romantic sensitivity 0.158 0.538 3.470 .001 
Experiencing loss ofspmtuality 0.026 0.308 3.411 .001 
Experiencing emotional distance 0.421 0.808 3.280 .002 
Coping with mistrust 0.158 0.500 3.114 .003 
Experiencing loss ofinterest 0.026 0.269 3.046 .003 
Ceding with feeling stressed 0.368 0.731 3.001 .004 
C<q)ing with explosive anger 0.026 0.231 2.676 .010 
E^teriendng memory impairment 0.158 0.423 2.430 .018 
Coping with nervousness 0.158 0.385 2.095 .040 
#_ — — \ — — 
tl=None/Retail/Trade/Secretarial,2=AdmimsttationiTechiiical/Education,3=Health care
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APPENDIXE
 
PRINCIPALCOMPONENTS
 
Variables with the highestcomponentloading magnitudesforeach ofthe firstfive
 
factorsineach category(biographic-demographic and symptom)are listed in TablesE.l­
E.10.
 
'^ble E.I. Biographic-Demographic Factor 1(Explains 20.2% ofTotal Variance)
 
Variable
 
Highest rank during service
 
Work prior group
 
Age
 
Work dining group
 
Branch ofarmed fences group
 
Rank at start ofservice
 
Gender was significant issue in treatment as woman
 
Felt respected during service
 
Emotional or mental satisfaction with treatment during service
 
Positive aboutinvolvementin war at end ofservice
 
Corresponded with sister back home
 
Work after group
 
Married group
 
Anticipated glorious homecoming greeting
 
Age when entered service
 
Have avoided self-identifying as veteran at work
 
Felt supported by family and friends at homecoming
 
Years ofeducation prior to military service
 
Drank or used drugs to intoxication during service
 
Felt supported by society at homecoming
 
Total years at all duty stations
 
Marital status at start group
 
Divorced group
 
Years at duty stations in Vietnam
 
Question Loading
 
19b 0.825
 
5a 0.751
 
1 0.750
 
15 0.746
 
13 0.715
 
19a 0.691
 
24a 0.690
 
22a 0.657
 
23a 0.648
 
21a 0.593
 
31b 0.570
 
6 0.558
 
9a-c -0.558
 
35a 0.548
 
1 0.544
 
47a -0.544
 
37a 0.542
 
3 0.527
 
33a-b -0.525
 
36a 0.489
 
17c 0.481
 
9a,9c 
-0.451
 
11 -0.421
 
17c 0.420
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Table E.2. Biographic-Demographic Factor2(Explains8.4% ofTotal Variance)
 
Variable
 
Have avoided self-identifying as veteran at work
 
Woric prior group
 
Income
 
Currently married group
 
Current years ofeducation
 
Work after group
 
Patriotic aboutinvolvement in war at start of service
 
Years ofeducation prior to military service
 
Have avoided self-identifying as veteran at school
 
Have avoided setf-identifying as veteran in relationships
 
Felt supported by society at homecoming
 
Rank at start ofservice
 
Years at duty stations in Viemam
 
Gender was significant issue in treatment as woman
 
Married group
 
Positive about involvementin war at end ofservice
 
Reason for entering military wasjob-related
 
Corresponded with relative back home
 
Used alcr^ol or drugs during service
 
Felt supported by family and friends at homecoming
 
Felt respected during service
 
Work during group
 
Anticipated glorious homecoming greeting
 
Drank or used drugs to intoxication during service
 
Highest rank during service
 
Question Loading {
 
47a 
-0.517
 
5a 
-0.484
 
8 
-0.478
 
10 0.453
 
4 
-0.444
 
6 
-0.429
 
20 0.421
 
3 
-0.421
 
47a 
-0.387
 
47a 
-0.379
 
36a 0.378
 
19a 
-0.368
 
17c 
-0.368
 
24a 0.357
 
9a-c 0.352
 
21a 0.350
 
5b 
-0.343
 
31b 0.339
 
32a,32b 
-0.325
 
37a 0.322
 
22a 0.301
 
15 
-0.297
 
35a 0.289
 
33a-b 
-0.273
 
19b 
-0.269
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Table E.3. Biographic-Demographic Factor3(Explains 7.0% ofTotal Variance)
 
Variable
 
Marital status at start group
 
Years married or in long-term relationship at start of service
 
Used alcohol or drugs during service
 
Married group
 
Current years ofeducation
 
Divorced group
 
Work after group
 
Corresponded with boyfriend back home
 
Continued drinking or using drags after N^etnam War
 
Corresponded with father back home
 
Corresponded vrith mother back home
 
Corresponded with relative back home
 
Work during group
 
Years ofeducation prior to military service
 
Drank or used drags to intoxication during service
 
Currently married group
 
Years of active service during Vietnam era
 
Corresponded with others back home
 
Question Loading
 
9a,9c 0.560
 
9b 0.530
 
32a,32b 
-0.442
 
9a-c 0.435
 
4 0.434
 
11
 0.415
 
6 0.413
 
31b 0.412
 
34a -0.394
 
31b 0.384
 
31b 0.375
 
31b 0.340
 
15 0.329
 
3 0.326
 
33a-b 
-0.319
 
10 0.306
 
14 -0.291
 
31b 0.288
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TableEA Biographic-Demographic Factor4(Explains 5.4% ofTotal Variance)
 
Variable
 
Patnotic about mvolvement iu war at start ofservice
 
Corresponded with relative back home
 
Corresponded with brother back home
 
Years of active service during \^etnani era
 
Corresponded with best Mend back home
 
Corresponded wifli mother back home
 
Emotional or mental satisfaction with treatment during service
 
Ethnic background group
 
Corresponded with boyMend back home
 
Corresponded with girlMend back home
 
Reason for entering military wasjob-related
 
Corresponded with sister back home
 
Felt respected during service
 
Increase in drinking or dmg use after Vietnam War
 
Positive aboutinvolvement in war at end ofservice
 
Routine transfer to duty stations
 
Total years at all duty stations
 
Currently married group
 
Years at other duty stations in Asia or western Pacific
 
Variable
 
Years at other duty stations in Asia or western Pacific
 
Years at duty stations in Vietnam
 
Number of postwar organization affiliations
 
Total years at all duty stations
 
Currently married group
 
Years of active service during \^etnam era
 
Corresponded with best Mend back home
 
Continued drinking or using drugs after Vietnam War
 
Branch ofarmed forces group
 
Corresponded with mother back home
 
20 
-0.449
 
31b 0.407
 
31b 0.402
 
14 0.389
 
31b 0.388
 
31b 0.386
 
23a -0.384
 
2 0.365
 
31b 0.362
 
31b 0.337
 
5b 
-0.334
 
31b 0.328
 
22a 
-0.301
 
34b,34c 0.296
 
21a 
-0.262
 
17a 0.260
 
17c 0.257
 
10 
-0.236
 
T7c 0.233
 
Variance)
 
Question Loading
 
17c 0.597
 
17c -0.529
 
48a 
-0.472
 
17c 0.397
 
10 0.353
 
14 0.333
 
31b 
-0.330
 
34a 0.320
 
13 0.306
 
31b 
-0.306
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Table E.6. Symptom Factor 1(Explains 22.4% ofTotal Variance)
 
Variable
 
Experiencing sleep disturbances
 
Experiencing memory impairment
 
Coping with depression
 
Coping with failure
 
Coping with feeling stressed
 
Coping with numbness
 
Experiencing loss ofinterest
 
Experiencing problems with intimate relations
 
Experiencing avoidance ofcrowds
 
Experiencing loss of sexual or romantic sensitivity
 
Experience difficulty in ejqtressing feelings to others
 
Experiencing emotional distance
 
Experiencing negative self-image
 
Experiencing hypersensitivity to injustice
 
Experiencing stuffed feelings
 
Coping with isolation
 
Experiencing reaction to smells or colors
 
E}^riendng intrusive thoughts
 
Coping with anger
 
Coping with sadness
 
Coping with mistrust
 
Sought mental health professional services
 
Coping with anxiety
 
Coping with nervousness
 
Coping with loneliness
 
Experiencing loss of spirituality
 
Coping with regret
 
Coping with explosive anger
 
Question Loading
 
40 0.633
 
40 0.617
 
39 0.609
 
39 0.597
 
39 0.594
 
39 0.593
 
40 0.589
 
40 0.584
 
40 0.558
 
40 0.552
 
38 0.548
 
40 0.539
 
40 0.536
 
40 0.532
 
40 0.511
 
39 0.487
 
40 0.485
 
40 0.480
 
39 0.459
 
39 0.444
 
39 0.428
 
42,43 0.418
 
39 0.390
 
39 0.371
 
39 0.359
 
40 0.351
 
39 0.325
 
39 0.323
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Table E»7. Symptom Factor2(Explains 9.1% ofTotal Variance)
 
Variable
 
Coping with rage
 
Coping with nervousness
 
Sought mental healA professional services
 
Coping with numbness
 
Experiencing increased smoking or drinking
 
Experiencing loss ofspirituality
 
Experiencing loss ofsexual or romantic sensitivity
 
Experiencing loss ofinterest
 
Experiencing negative self-image
 
Coping with regret
 
Coping widi isolation
 
Coping with unknown feelings
 
Question Loading
 
39 0.616
 
39 -0.596
 
42,43 -0.532
 
39 0.506
 
40 -0.490
 
40 
-0.410
 
40 -0.402
 
40 -0.368
 
40 -0.344
 
39 0.327
 
39 0.322
 
39 -0.308
 
Table E.8. Symptom Factor3(Explains 7.0% ofTotal Variance)
 
Variable
 
Discussed ^^etnam experiences and received diagnosis
 
E3q)eriendng stuffed feelings
 
Expeiiendng hypersensitivity to injustice
 
Expeiiencmg emotional distance
 
Coping with mistrust
 
Experiencing loss ofsexual or romantic sensitivity
 
Coping with melancholy
 
Experiencing loss ofsjmtuahty
 
Coping with anxiety
 
Question Loading
 
44a-c 0.599
 
40 -0.544
 
40 
-0.409
 
40 -0.388
 
39 0.387
 
40 0.356
 
39 -0.353
 
40 -0.310
 
39 -0.300
 
Table E.9. Symptom Factor4(Explains5.8% ofTotal Variance)
 
Variable
 
Coping with unsown feelings
 
Experiencing avoidance ofcrowds
 
Coping with anxiety
 
Coping with nervousness
 
Experiencing memory impairment
 
Question Loading
 
39 0.619
 
40 0.502
 
39 -0.412
 
39 -0.386
 
40 0.349
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 Variable
 
Copmg with ejqplosive anger
 
Ej^rience difficulty in expressing feelings to others
 
Experiencing problems with intimate relations
 
E?q)eriencing intrusive thoughts
 
Coping with loneliness
 
Experiencing reaction to smells or colors
 
Coping with depression
 
Coping with feeling stressed
 
Cqping with rage
 
Coping with regret
 
Coping with mistrust
 
Experiencing emotional distance
 
Coping with anger
 
Question Loading
 
39 0.426
 
38 
-0.401
 
40 0.396
 
40 0.383
 
39 0.364
 
40 
-0.353
 
39 
-0.333
 
39 
-0.310
 
39 0.280
 
39 0.272
 
39 0.265
 
40 0.259
 
39 0.255
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APPJENDKF
 
WHATTHEYLEARNED:THEmSTORIES,THEIR WORDS
 
It was I2V2monthsofmylife thatI would repeatagain. Itaffected mylife in such
 
a waythatneveraday goesby thatsome aspectofthatexperience doesnUcometo
 
mind.
 
Every nurse on the[ship I was stationed on]I've talked to has a different opinion
 
and experience from mine,and it would seem like we were at29 different places.
 
Maybe we were.
 
My military experiences helped meachieve a high level ofeducation and gave me
 
confidence in myselfand my ability,in thatI achieved my goals despite harsh and
 
seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
 
Astraumatic asit wasfor me,it wasthe mostrewarding yearsofmylife,asIknow
 
Imadea difference in many people's lives.
 
Ithink myexperienceshavemademerealize that womencan becomesuccessfulif
 
they stayfocused on whatthey wantand[remember]notto depend on anyone.
 
I had no idea who I was until I developed myselfin the military. Even ifI hated
 
the war,the experience wasinvaluable for me.I wouldn't wantmy daughtertogo
 
through it,butIneeded to gothrough it.
 
My active-duty period was the best two years of my early nursing career. The
 
experiences I wentthrough provided me with tools to cope with any civilian-type
 
job and do itin an outstanding manner.
 
Ihave learned to pack up and go without elaborate planning,to make quick,solid
 
decisions,notto elaborate on worry,and to handle the here and now.
 
I was challenged to the maximum of my potential, and through/because ofdiese
 
challenges,I have become a very successful person. Ilearned very early that ifI
 
was willing to work,the opportunities and challenges were nnlimitptd
 
In the pastfew years,new acquaintances havetold metheycan tellthatIhavebeen
 
in the military because I am disciplined and decisive. I thought it was because I
 
wassingle.
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AllIcansay aboutmymilitary servicetimeisthatit mademegrow up.Itake pride
 
in knowing thatIdid my best
 
Ihad been quite shy and amnow able to speak before an audience,teach,etc. My
 
assertiveness greatly increased,along with myself-acceptance.
 
Ibecame very confident, self-sufficient, and self-assured. These [characteristics]
 
are attributed to the training Ireceived in the Marines. Thefriendships developed
 
aretreasured,and to this date we still keep in touch.
 
Idon't know ifit wasthemilitary or not, but Iam a stronger woman,and Istand
 
upfor myselfmore thanIusedta
 
Ilearned thatIcandoanythingIsetmymindto. Ienjoythe militaryandIamgood
 
atwhatldo.
 
TodayIam proud.Ialso think people are surprised at my accomplishments.
 
Ilearned much about myselfand whatisimportant arid whatis trivial in life.
 
Ilearned to be strong,[to]be a betterjudge ofpeoplein termsofttust
 
I'm protrd thatI withstood some ofthe irfiysical and emotional hardships I met
 
people thatIhaven'tforgotten. Life wasmore charged then. Life and death wasa
 
clear phenomenon in frontofus. '
 
Ibelieve my experiences have mademea survivor.Ihave selected my occupation
 
working widi veterans ofwarconflicts.,..Idon'tregret going. It wasawfuland
 
awesome at the same time. It has given me my greatest strengths and my greatest
 
vulnerabilities.
 
I felt there was a special bond with those I served with. Working, living, and
 
socializing together for a year created something very ispecial. Wesupport^one
 
another with smiles,laughter,and tears,through good times and sad times. It was
 
a very special experience.
 
Ithink myexperienceshavemade merealize that womencan becomesuccessfulif
 
theystayfocusedon whatthey wantand[donot]dependonanyone. Becourageous
 
and live lifefor today.
 
It was the right thing to do. Our troops deserved the best, and I was good at
 
whatIdid. I would like to think I would use healthy coping methods like prayer,
 
meditation,talking,and crying ifIhad to do it again
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Igainedthe ability to organize well,to stayfocused,andto persevereatajob untilI
 
completed it Becauseofthese things,Idon't give up when things gettough,andI
 
am better able to maintain a positive attitude. Ialso learned thatanyjob,no mattpr
 
how monumental,can be accomplished by taking one step ata time.
 
I'm proud that I withstood some ofthe physical and emotional hardships. I met
 
people thatIhaven'tforgotten. Life was more charged then. Life and death wasa
 
clear phenomenon in frontofus.
 
Iwaschallenged tothemaxofmypotential,and becauseofthesechallenges,Ihave
 
become a very successful person. 1learned very early thatifI was willing to work
 
the opportunities and challenges were unlimited.
 
Most people have no idea what it means to have served in the military,especially
 
in the 1960s and 1970s.
 
Isaw firsthand the devastating effects ofwar. 1feel strongly thatGod-given reason
 
should ^waysbethe option ofchoice. IfeltthatIlived upto myown expectations
 
underv^grueling conations^ a professional nurse.
 
Mywholeprofessionallifewasthemilitary. Iservedwithhonor,pride,andintegrity,
 
andI would do it again.
 
Life needstobelived,notputoffforfuturedays. Lifeiswhatyoumakeofit. Your
 
beliefin God helps you to accept life for whatit is and whatitcan be.
 
Aftera yearin Vietnam,your priorities arerealigned and youdon'tcomplainabout
 
the"little stuff."
 
The public is generally not knowledgeable ofthe talents and sacrifices offered in
 
thecountry'stime ofneed.Iam very proud ofmy service career.
 
Ilearned theimportance ofbeing a team member,and how to set myselfasideand
 
concentrate on the task at hand.
 
Itreally doesn'tmatter whatera you servein,theimportantthing is thatyouserved
 
yourcountry honorably. Any women whoserved should feel proud.
 
My career in the military exposed me to many situations and dealings with many
 
different people. It broadened my understanding ofhumanity,and1amless critical
 
ofthe differences thatexistin people.
 
I believed in whatI did in Vietnam. We were needed there. IfI was younger and
 
wascalled backfor another war,I would do itin a minute.
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.What is important is who you are and what you are, not what you have(things).
 
'Aftersomeexperiencesyourealize what'simportantin yourlife andrearrange your
 
priorities.
 
Ilearnedtorelyonmyself,disregardothers'negativeopinions,avoidconfrontation,
 
andlearn to workin the system.
 
War is a waste to all human life, but I know it is necessary sometimes. Patriots
 
are heroesforever,and neverforgeta kindness or supportin times oftrouble. My
 
professional life was enhanced greatly by understanding that life is fleeting and
 
whatreally countsisinside each person.
 
Igained the ability to cope with anything thatcomesmy way.
 
Iwasin therightplaceattherighttimeand hadavery supportive military husband.
 
I believe being a psych nurse wasoftremendous benefit to my career. Ilooked at
 
all assignments asa positive opportunity,achallenge,alearning experience.
 
My Viemam experience was painful because ofthe casualties, but a positive one
 
because ofthe good people with whomI worked.
 
Military service helped me to become independent. Ibecame more confident and
 
self-assured. Because of my experiences, I feel 1 am more capable of handling
 
stressful situations thathave arisen overthe years.
 
Myexperiencesinthemilitary heightenedmyabilitytoadapttodifferentsituations,
 
to make decisions,to solve problems,to be confident,and to survive. Because of
 
the above,Iwasable to adaptto civilian life.
 
In the Navy I gained the confidence to meet challenging assignments and devote
 
all the effort required to accomplish established goals. These past experiences
 
haveenabled meto undertakesomedifficult projectsin civilian life with successftil
 
results.
 
Ijoined the Navy and had agood life. Ibenefited from my retirement.
 
Iwasonly 19and didn'tgive muchthoughttoourinvolvementin the war. I'mnow
 
alieutenantintheArmyand believe wewasted alotoflivesinX^emamfornothing.
 
I've gone on to a successful military career.
 
My military service taught me confidence, leadership, and initiative. I have used
 
whatIlearned to advancein rankin the Army and to establish a satisfying civilian
 
career. The G.I.Bill,which paidformyeducation,also helped meachievesuccess.
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The Army Nurse Corps taught metwo invaluable lessons: how to scrounge and
 
how to think on yourfeet. Iuse these lessons all the time. Ialso learned thatthere
 
are a great many severely disabled veterans wholead very productive lives. I was
 
awestruckbyhow wellthe young(22-year-old)Armymuxescoped with their work
 
load and emotionaltraumas.
 
Iam very confident in my abilities to do anyjob. I find it very easy to deal with
 
people ofall backgrounds. Over20yearsofworldwide travels have given methat
 
Ifine iteasy to take risks. Life is good.'
 
We were needed and ^preciated. Inever worked so hard,hit this experience was
 
most fulfilling personally and professionally. The staff camaraderie was the best
 
ever.
 
Military nursing taught meto be flexible,to think on your feet,to improvise,and
 
toleam from each new experience. Translated to civilian nursing,Ifelt thatI had
 
a superioredge which helped when a promotion opened up. Asa retiree it oflfers
 
good conversation.
 
IwasaSO-year-oldcareerNavynurse. Myexperiences werequitedifferentthan the
 
younger nurses'. Furthermore,having served during World Warn and Korea,my
 
attitudetowardsmanyaspectsoftheViemam Warisquite different. Mygeneration
 
wasaccustomed to doing what wasexpected,and notindulgein useless,excessive
 
self-pity.
 
Ifelt proud and thankful to have served during such an importanttimein history. I
 
had volunteered toserve aboardthe hospitalshipin Viemam,and atthelast minute
 
declined. Ifelt guilty thatIhad notgone there.
 
Igainedaworldoffriendshipsandexperiences. Mywholecareerwasasatisfaction,
 
andIcannotseparatethe Viemamtimefirom therestofit. Ofcoursethere werebad
 
times,butthis only helped to pointoutmegood.
 
I wasa professional nurse,and I did what needed to be done. I was proud to be a
 
Navy nurse.
 
Ifeel matI stood up for my personal beliefs and convictions against much social
 
stigma. Ialso have astrong compassion for hospitalized veterans ofall eras.
 
I firmly belive mat my experience of working wim me\^emam refugees during
 
OperationBaby Liftand having memaspatientsinGuam helped meto seethetrue
 
reasons we were mere: to help me people. It also helped me to place myfeelings
 
where mey belonged over me tom-apartpeopleI dealt wim earlier in my career.
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Self-(Hscipline has helped me in my work and in the ability to plan ahead and to
 
organize. Ithasledtoactivisminthe women'smovementandgayrights movement.
 
Idonotallow myselftobestopped byanynegativefeelingsandcanrecognize what
 
is goingon in myemotional life.
 
Ihave gained manyjob skills and haveknown manygood people despite the prob

lemsI've had.Ihave seen several countries in Europe and enjoyed the people and
 
food. Ihavecontinued myeducation andIam making the movelaterthis yearto a
 
newjob and new environment.
 
My outspokenness about my abuse and the strength Igainedfrom standing upfor
 
myselfhashelped metobecomeagoodteacher.Iteachandencouragemystudents
 
to be individuals and involved in whatthey believe in.
 
Going to the Vietnam Memorial dedication was a good experience because Isaw
 
many people thatIhadn'tseen for many years.
 
At the dedication ofthe\^etnam Women's Memorial(November,1993),through
 
a series of"flukes," two amputee patients from Guam who had been looldng for
 
me for 25 years found me. The circumstances of our reunion not only validated
 
my service during Viemam,butmy entire career as a nurse and my philosophy of
 
patient care.
 
The dedication ofthe Women's Viemam Memorialin Washington,D.C.,brought

closi^to someofthe irmerfeelingsI was notawareIhad.Icried like a baby and
 
didn'tknowwhyIwascrying. Whenwecamehome,wedidn'ttalkaboutthethings
 
we really felt and just pushed them away and went about our duties. Before the
 
dedication,Idid notlike watchiog movies on Viemam oreven ...the TV series.
 
Since then,Ican watchthem without[thinking],/<ion'r wanttosee this.
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